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0. Introduction and summary

The concept of the Kronecker product for matrices was first introduced to

the experimental designs by Vartak [58]. He defined the Kronecker product of

designs and the reduced designs, but did not discuss explicitly the association
schemes (Bose and Shimamoto [10]) concerning those designs. When there

exists an arrangement with the parameters of a partially balanced incomplete
block (PBIB) design first introduced by Bose and Nair [9] and generalized by

Nair and Rao [38], it is important to find the association scheme matching its
design in relation to the problem of determining the uniqueness of the association

scheme and also of characterizing association schemes.
An association scheme was originally studied in relation to the definition of a

PBIB design which has been derived from describing relations among treatments

in terms of the structure of treatment-block incidence of the design. Bose and

Shimamoto [10] rephrased the definition of a PBIB design so as to stress that the
relations among treatments are determined only by the parameters nt and pl

jk

(ι',7,/c = l,2,..., w). Bose and Mesner [8] studied the algebraic structure con-

cerning an association scheme of a PBIB design. An association scheme,
however, has been defined and characterized independently of treatment-block
incidence of the design.

When the parameters λt (i = 1,2,..., m) of a PBIB design are not all different,
the m associate classes of the PBIB design based on an association scheme may

not be all distinct. Two approaches will be considered for reductions of the

number of associate classes. One (cf. [28; 58]) consists in using the parameters

λt and the second kind of parameters pl

jk of the PBIB design N being a standard
approach generalized by Kageyama [28]. Another (cf. [23]) consists in using

λt and the latent roots of the matrix NN'. The former approach is much useful
to the discussions, for reduction on associate classes of an association scheme,
which will appear in this paper. To a group of PBIB designs of a certain Kro-

necker product type, we may be encouraged to apply the latter approach in

preference to the former. The relationship between two approaches is studied
in this paper. The theorems on the reductions give some criteria to determine
whether PBIB designs with / associate classes of the various types are reducible

to those with / t distinct associate classes (/ι<0 when their parameters λl9 λ29...9

λl are not all different.
We, usually, deal with a PBIB design with equi-replications and equi-size

blocks. From a practical point of view, however, it may not be possible to
design the equi-size blocks accommodating the equi-replication of each treatment
in all the blocks. For incomplete block designs in such a situation, a balanced

block (BB) design was introduced by Rao [47]. A partially balanced block (PBB)
design was essentially introduced by Kishen [32] and was explicitly defined by
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Ishii and Ogawa [20]. From a combinatorial point of view of a BB design and
a PBB design, the constructions and combinatorial properties are reported by
several authors throughout the literatures [3; 4; 20; 21; 32; 33; 43; 45]. In
addition to the discussion about reductions of the number of associate classes for
a PBB design and a PBIB design, we shall deal with these combinatorial aspects
of a BB design and a PBB design.

This paper consists of three parts. In Part I, the reductions of the number
of associate classes for PBIB designs are treated. Section 1 gives definitions of
an association scheme, a PBIB design and a BIB design, and describes some of
their properties. Section 2 presents some necessary and sufficient conditions that
a PBIB design with ra associate classes is reducible to a PBIB design with m1

associate classes (mί<m). Section 3 contains three PBIB designs giving the va-
lidity of the necessary and sufficient condition in Section 2. Section 4 deals with
the relation between generalized Vartak's and Kageyama's condition. The
relation for a general PBIB design is studied through the properties of the latent

roots of the matrix9βk = ||/?j fc|| (/c=0,1,,.., m). Section 5 gives some necessary
and sufficient conditions for PBIB designs of certain Kronecker product types
to be reducible. By using generalized Vartak's and Kageyama's condition,
Section 6 is devoted to clarify the algebraic structures of PBIB designs constructed
by generalization of Sillitto's product, and contains Table useful to investigate
the reducibility in an F3 type association scheme of v ( = vίv2v2) treatments. An
interesting association scheme will be presented.

In Part II, some series of association schemes reducible by combining some
associate classes, and the reductions of two association schemes with four as-
sociate classes are discussed independently of treatment-block incidence of the
design. Furthermore, we shall find a note concerning a series of not reducible
association schemes. Sections 7 and 8 cover a series of reducible Nm type associa-
tion schemes and a series of reducible orthogonal Latin square type association
schemes, respectively. Section 9 treats a series of reducible Fp type association
schemes and gives remarks on a series of Cp type association schemes being a
special case of an Fp type association scheme. Section 10 deals with a series of
reducible m-associate cyclical type of association schemes, and with a series of not
reducible Tm type association schemes. We give properties of reduction for a
generalized right angular association scheme and for a rectangular lattice type
association scheme reducible to association schemes of two and three associate
classes. These two association schemes may not correspond to any of the known
association schemes. Section 11 gives remarks on the reductions of associate
classes for association schemes and for PBIB designs based on certain association
schemes.

In Part III, the constructions and combinatorial properties of BB designs and
PBB designs are discussed. Section 12 presents another useful description for
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the definitions of a BB design and a PBB design. Section 13 characterizes a BB
design and a PBB design. Sections 14 and 15 deal with the constructions and some
examples of BB designs and PBB designs. It is noted that the complements of
a BB design and a PBB design are generally not a BB design and a PBB design,
respectively. Section 16 treats the constructions and some examples of (μl5

μ2,. , μ^-resolvable BB designs and PBB designs. Section 17 deals with the
reduction procedures of the number of associate classes for PBB designs based
on the results in Parts I and II, and gives some examples. Section 18 contains
inequalities to hold for a BB design and/or a PBB design. A general inequality
for an equireplicate PBB design based on an association scheme with m associate
classes is presented. The bound on the latent roots for the C-matrix of a PBB
design is also given.

For convenience, the notations and symbols shown below are used throughout
this paper. Unless stated otherwise, their meanings are as follows:

The unit matrix of order s.
An s x t matrix whose elements are all unity. As a special case,
£v x, is denoted by G,.S *• S J S

0, * An i xj matrix whose all elements are zero.
Transpose of the matrix A.
Kronecker product of the matrices A = ||α0 || and B, i.e., A®B =

i*J

A'
A®B

trA
A*

ε(x)

diag{0l5

or_rj*.
<i — L^ ί »

The juxtaposition of the matrices A and B.
The trace of the matrix A.
The superscript* indicates that the matrix A* is an idempotent
matrix.

Latent roots of the matrix tyj= \\pϊj\\ (i, fe=0, 1,..., m) consist-
ing of parameters p\ j in an association scheme with m associate
classes.
A function of x which assumes either the value zero or one
according as x is zero or not.

The binomial coefficient.

> aι] : An / x / diagonal matrix with the diagonal elements
al9 α2,..., at.

ί=0, 1,..., m] : An algebra generated by the linear closure of
those commutative matrices indicated in the bracket [ ].

α2

Part I. Reductions for the number of associate classes for PBIB designs

The Kronecker product of designs and the reduced designs were first defined
by Vartak [58], who gave a necessary and sufficient condition that a PBIB design
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with m associate classes is reducible to a PBIB design with m — 1 associate classes,
but his condition was incomplete. The association schemes concerning those
designs were not considered explicitly. From this point of view, Kageyama
[23 28 30] dealt with the reduction of associate classes for PBIB designs con-
structed by the combinations of Kronecker products of BIB designs and he also
considered together the association schemes matching their designs and the
necessary and sufficient conditions for reductions. His approach uses the num-
bers, λh of blocks containing a pair of treatments and the latent roots pf of the
matrix NN' for an incidence matrix N of a PBIB design. The approach is differ-
ent from generalized Vartak's approach using A/ and pl

jk of a PBIB design. The
problem considered in Parts I and II will be of both theoretical and practical
importance with regard to constructing and analyzing certain PBIB designs.

1. Association schemes, PBIB designs and BIB designs

Given v treatments 1, 2,..., v, a relation satisfying the following three condi-
tions is said to be an association scheme with m associate classes [10] :

(a) Any two treatments are either 1st, 2nd,..., or mth associates, the relation
of association being symmetric, i.e., if treatment α is ith associate of treatment /?,
then β is ith associate of treatment α.

(b) Each treatment has nt ith associates, the number ni being independent
of the treatment taken.

(c) If any two treatments α and β are ith associates, then the number of
treatments which are yth associates of α and kih associates of β is pl

jk and is inde-
pendent of the pair of ith associates α and β.

REMARK. It is shown by Bose and Clatworthy [7] that for an association
scheme with two associate classes (m =2), the condition (c) could be replaced by

(c)' If any two treatments α and β are ith associates, then, the number, p\ ί

for i = 1, 2 of treatments which are the first associates of α and the first associates
of β is independent of the pair of ith associates α and β.

The numbers

are called the parameters of the association scheme; all must be nonnegative inte-
gers.

It is useful to make the convention that each treatment is the Oth associate of
itself and of no other treatments. Then we must have

n0 = 1,
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P?j =Pβ =0,

= nj9

Pko = Pok = 0,

= 1,

i f i / Λ

if i = j,

if i 7* fc,

if i = k.

Hence the following relations among the parameters are easily shown:

m > m

i=0 k=0

}fc = njPik = nkP\j -

Let the association matrices AQ, Al9...9 Am as a matrix representation of the
association scheme be

where

ΛI = Hα^U, α, jS = 1, 2,..., ι;; i = 0, 1,..., m,

α^ = 1, if αth and j8th treatments are zth associates,

=0, otherwise.

It will be clear that A0 is nothing but the unit matrix of order υ. Then from the
very definition of the association matrices, it follows that they are all symmetric,
linearly independent,

(1.1) , and

Following Ogawa [40], if the association algebra generated by the matrices
A0, AI,..., Am may be denoted by 21, which may be also expressed by indicating
its ideal basis as 2I=[Λί$, A\,...9 A^] provided the mutually orthogonal idem-
potents of 21 are given by A%9 A\,..., A^9 then (1.1) defines the regular re-
presentation of the association algebra:

where φy= ||/7^. ||, j=0, 1,..., m.

We can choose a nonsingular real matrix

c =
f l

CIQ

1

Cll

1
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which makes all tyj diagonal simultaneously, in such a way that
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(1.2) 0

0

7=0, 1,..., m,

where

(1.3) ZQJ = Πp ZQQ = Z1 Q = ••• = ZmQ = 1.

Furthermore, it is known (cf. [8 40]) that

m m
(1.4)

(1.5)

j=0 7 = 0

m
zuizuj = Σ Pijzuk> W = 0, 1,..., m,

and let the matrix Z, whose (y + l)st row is the diagonal elements of (1.2), be defined

by

(1.6) Z =

00

Z
01

Z
10

Z
l

Z
mO

Z
ml

z
mm

with (1.3), (1.4) and (1.5), then the matrix Z of order ra +1 is nonsingular. Fur-
thermore, a relation between A-t and 4? (ί=0, 1,..., m) is given by

f A

(1.7)

If we have an association scheme with m associate classes, then we get a
partially balanced incomplete block (PBIB) design [9; 38] with b blocks, r replica-
tions, and block size k based on the association scheme, provided we can arrange
the υ treatments into b blocks such that

( i ) each treatment occurs at most once in a block

(ii) each block contains k distinct treatments;

(iii) each treatment occurs in exactly r blocks;

(iv) if two treatments α and β are ith associates, then they occur together
in λt blocks (not all λ^s equal), the number λt being independent of the particular
pair of ith associates α and β (1 g i^ m).
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The numbers

υ, b, r, k,λi (i = 1,2,..., w)

are called the parameters of the design. The λt and p^k are called the coincidence
numbers and the second kind of parameters of the design, respectively.

A balanced incomplete block (BIB) design [62] with parameters υ, b, r, k
and λ is an arrangement of v treatments into b blocks such that

( i ) each treatment occurs at most once in a block
(ii) each block contains k distinct treatments;
(iii) each treatment occurs in exactly r blocks
(iv) every pair of treatments occur in exactly λ blocks.

Note that, though (i), (ii) and (iv) lead to (iii), we follow the traditional
definition of a BIB design. Among parameters υ, 6, r, k and λ, the following
relations hold :

ΌΓ = bk, λ(v-i) = r(fe- 1) and b ^ v.

The last inequality is due to Fisher [15]. Incidentally, note that vr = bk and
λ(υ-\) = r(k-V) lead to b-2r + λ = r(v-k)(v-k-l)/k(v-l)^Q, and that the
equality b — 2r + A=0 holds when and only when the parameters of the original
BIB design satisfy v = k + 1 . The number, b — 2r + A, is the coincidence number of
the complement of a BIB design with parameters v, b, r, k and λ. On the other

m m
hand, from the known relations, i.e., vr = bk, Σ n^v— 1, Σ n^i = r(k— 1),

i=l i=l

among the parameters of a PBIB design with m associate classes, we cannot derive
the relation, b — 2r + λi ̂  0 for all i. Hence, this inequality is a necessary condition
for the existence of a PBIB design [35]. The numbers, b — 2r + λί9 are the coin-
cidence numbers of the complement of a PBIB design with parameters v, b, r, k
and λj (j = l,2,..., m).

After numbering v treatments and b blocks in some way, we can define the
incidence matrix of a PBIB design or a BIB design to be the matrix :

N = \\HU\\ l ι = l,2,...,ι; and j = 1, 2,..., 6,

where n^ = 1 or 0 according as the ith treatment occurs in the jth block or not.
Then for the incidence matrix N of a PBIB design the following lemma is
obtained (cf. [59]):

LEMMA A. NN' belongs to the association algebra 91 and can be ex-
pressed as
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where the last member of the expression is the spectral expansion of NN' in 91.
The densities

(1.8) Λ = ΣλjZij* * = 0> l,...,m,

are the latent roots of NN'. In particular,

m

Po=rk = ΣQ Mi

The Pi satisfy the inequalities

(1.9) O ^ p ^r/c,

The multiplicity of pt is the

Finally, since a design uniquely determines its incidence matrix and vice
versa, both a design and its incidence matrix may be denoted by the same symbol
throughout this paper.

2. Necessary and sufficient conditions for reductions

When the coincidence numbers A l 5 A2,. » λm of a PBIB design with m associate
classes are not all different, the m associate classes of the PBIB design based on a
certain association scheme may not be all distinct. Then when λ^ =λ2 in a PBIB
design with m associate classes, Vartak [58] gave a necessary and sufficient condi-
tion for the PBIB design to be reducible to a PBIB design with m — 1 associate
classes. Moreover, he stated that repeated applications of the result to any
PBIB design will ultimately give a PBIB design whose associate classes are all
distinct. As indicated in the next section, however, we have reducible PBIB
designs to which Vartak's iterative procedure does not apply. Then we need to
generalize Vartak's condition. The following lemmas useful later give criteria to
determine whether a PBIB design with m associate classes is reducible to a PBIB
design with fewer distinct associate classes, when λi9 λ2,...9 λm are not all different.

LEMMA 2.1 (Kageyama [28]). Let a PBIB design N with m associate
classes and with parameters

v, b, r, k, λi9 ni9 p}k, i, j, k = 1, 2,..., m,

be such that λί9 A2,. » λm are not all different so that at least I of them are equal.
Without loss of generality we can assume that λ± =λ2 = ••• =λt. In this case, the
number of associate classes of the design N can be reduced from m to ra —/+!
by combining its first I associate classes if and only if
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(2.1)

Σ Pij, Σ^M+lJ ί Σ Pirn

Σ /*/+!,./» Pl+l,l+ί9 9
.7=1

Σ Pmj9 Pm,l+l9 ,

I I

. Σ^?/, £

Pmm

Σ 2 2
Pmj9 An, ί

Σ Pip

Pmm

mj9

.... Σ/?!,

Pl+l,n

Pmm

Furthermore, if (2.1) /ι0Ws, ί/zen ί/iβ parameters of the reduced PBIB design
with in — /+! associate classes are as follows:

v' =Ό9 V = 6, r' = r,% fe' = fc,

Λ! = λί = Λ2 =••• = A / 5 λ'2 = A / +
= Am,

χ-ι t.,£/"•
I

7=1.

I
Σ Pmj9 Pm,l+l9 "9 Pmm

I I I
Σ r+W+l— 1 X"* nW+l— 1 X"1 r»VV-

Pij 9 2w Pi,l+l 9~ 9 2-, Pin
i,j=l i=l i=l

V n^+ί"1

 nw+/-l
,λ,Pmj 9 Pm,l+ί j j
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where t = l, 2,..., or /; w=2, 3,..., ra — /+!; w, u = l, 2,..., m — /+!.

LEMMA 2.2 (Kageyama [28]). Let a PBIB design N with m associate
classes and with parameters

v, b, r, fc, λi9 ni9 pl

jk, i,j, k = 1, 2,..., m,

foe swc/z Z/zαf Λ j , A2,. 5 λm

 αr^ no* fl^ different so that each of lj λ's (j = 1,2,..., ί)
is equal. Without loss of generality we can assume that for l^Θl<θί + lί^θ2

(2-2)

ίft/5 case, the number of associate classes of the design N can be reduced from
t

m to m— Σ lf + t by combining its L associate classes for each lh if and only if
/=ι

θp+lp-l θq+lq-1 θp+lp-1 θg+lq-l

( \ \ V ^ nθu ^ ^ «β«+l( i ) 1- L Ptj = Σ 2- .Pi/ =<

ί = θp J=θq ΐ = θp j=θq

θp+lp-l θq+lq-1

-= Σ Σ ^+'"-'
i=0p J=Θ 9

/or u,p,q = 1, 2,...,ί;

θj+lj-l θj+lj-l

(U) Σ Pfa+aj-ί-j+l = Σ K"ί-«J- ι-7+l = "

Z- PiΓq+aj-ι-j+l
i = θj

(2.3) for j\u=l92,...9t;Θj-l-aJ-2+j-l^q^θj-aj-.l+j-2;

θj+lj-l θj+lj-l

(iϋ) Σ /»f,V.,-» = .Σ Pίΰ+at-t=~

. - tl-θj

for j, u = 1, 2,..., ί; 0,-α^jL + ί ̂  q ̂  m-^ + ί;
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v^here the notation a.φ\J {θί? 0f + l} means that an integer α does not belong to

the set {θί9 0! + 1, 02, 02 + 1*-, 0*, θt + l } ' ,

(v) ίfre above conditions (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) remain true under any permuta-

tion of two subscripts of pljk9 where as= Σ '/> s=j — 2, j — 1, ί — 1, f.

Furthermore, if (2.3) ftoΐώs, ί/ien ί/ze parameters of the reduced PBIB
ί

design with m— Σ '/* + * associate classes are as follows:
f = ι

vf = v, b' = b, r' = r, k' — k9

λ'θj-aj-i + j-l = λ0j = λθj+1 =•••— λθj+lj-.ί9

α + α ._ 1 _ J + 1 if θj-i-aj-2+j-l ^ i ̂  θj-aj-i+j-2,
λ'i = \

U/+β t-ί if θf-^-i + f ^ i ^ m - f l f + f,

ni+at.t if θt-at-t + t ̂  i ̂  m-at + t9

for 7 = 1, 2,..., t. H p y z l l can be written in a form similar to that of Lemma 2.1
and hence omitted here.

Though Lemma 2.1 is a special case of Lemma 2.2 when Θί=l9 02 = /+l,
03 = ί + 2,..., θt = l + t— 1; / !=/, /2 = 1,..., /, = !, it has been written especially be-
cause of its frequent use in the subsequent sections. We shall refer to the condi-
tions in Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 as generalized Vartak's condition.

3. PBIB designs validating necessary and sufficient conditions for
reductions

DESIGN (I). When Nt are BIB designs with parameters υi9 bh ri9 fef and λi9

i = 1, 2, 3, we consider the 7-associate PBIB design N=Nl®N2®N2 based on an
F3 type association scheme given in Kageyama [23] with the following parameters :

3, b' = bίb2b39 r' = rίr2r39 k' = /C1fc2fc3,

λ'5 = r



\\Plj\\ =
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- 1), n4 = v3 - 1, ns = (v2 - \)(v3 - 1),

ι?2-2 0 0 0

0 i?!-! 0

(t>ι-l)(t> 2-2)0

0

Sym. (

0 0 v2-l 0 0

ϋi-2 0 0 0

(^-2X^-1) 0 0

0 0

Sym. 0

0 1 t>2-2 0 0

0 ι;1-2 0 0

(υι-2)(Ό2-2) 0 0

0 0

Sym. 0

\\p j

0 0 0 0 t;2-l

0 0 0 0

0 0 0

0

0

0

"3-1

-lX"2-2)

0

0

0

"3-1

0

,-«(.,-.
0

0

0

0

0

("1

0

"i-l

0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

°(. (Ί1(.iκ"w.I) 0

0

0

0

0

("2-i)("3-υ
I) 0

0

0

0

"3-1

£-2χ!!!-υ
-2)(»2-2)(»3-l)/

0

0

(P _!)(„_!)
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ι>3-2 0

(v2-l)(v3-2)

0

0

ytj\\

Sym.

0 0

0 0

0

Sym.

0 0

0 0

0

\\pfj\\

Sym.

\\PlΛ =

0

0

0

1 v2-2 0

0 0 0

0 0 t?!-l

0 i73-2 0

0>2-2)(f>3-2) 0

0

0 0 0

1 0 i?!-2

0 t?2-l 0

0 0 ί;3~2

0 0

(!,1-2)(ι;3-2)

0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 1 0

0 1 »2-2 v1-2

0 0 0

0 t>3-2

Sym. 0

0

0

v2-l

0

Vl-2

2)(»2

v3-2

(»ι-2)(ϋ2-2)(ι;3-2)J
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where vt^2, ί = l, 2, 3.

In this design, it follows from the form of A; (ί = 1,2,..., 7) and Lemma 2.1
that by assuming a relation λfι=λfj (ϊVj; =1,2,4 or 3,5,6) only, the design TV
is not reducible to a 6-associate PBIB design. Thus, every combination of two
associate classes in the sense of Vartak does not lead to a reduced PBIB design,
so that Vartak's iterative procedure is impossible. Some other combinations of
associate classes, however, lead to reduced PBIB designs under certain restrictions.
It follows from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 that all the cases of reductions are as follows:

(i) When λ\ =λ'2 and λ's =λ'6, if vί =v2, (ii) when λ\ =λ\ and λ'3 =λ'6, if v2

= v3, or (iii) when λ'2 =λ'4 and λ'3 =λ's, if v3 =vί9 then the design is reducible to
5-associate PBIB designs and vice versa, (iv) When λ\ =λ'2 =λ\ and λ'3 =λ'5 —
Λ/6, if vί =v2=v39 then the design is reducible to a 3-associate PBIB design with
the cubic association scheme [46] and vice versa.

DESIGN (II). Consider a 5-associate PBIB design based on the hypercubic
association scheme [34] (or the C5 type association scheme which will be described
in Section 9) with the following parameters:

v=s5, b,r, k, A,(i = l,2,...,5), w 1=5(s-l),

j-2 4(j-l) 0 0

4(ί-l)(j-2) 6C.9-1)2 0

\\Plj\\

Sym.

(2 2(j-2)

\\pfj\\

6(s-])2(s-2) 40-1)3

3(j-l)

0

0

0

Cϊ-l)4Cr-2)

0

\\pfj\\ =

0 3 3(Λ~'2) 2(Y-I) 0

0~1)2

Sym. 2(j-l)Cs -2)3+6(>-l)2Cy-2)
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\\pfj\\'-

0 0 4 4(^-2)

6 U(s-2) 6(j-2)2+4(ί-l)

12(,y-2)2+6Gy-l) 4(.y-2)3-H20-l)(.y-2)

Sym. (^-2)4+12^-l)(j-2)2

s-1

\\pfj\

0

0

Sym.

0 5

10 20(^-2)

300-2) 300-2)2

20O-2)

50-2)

100-2)2

10O-2)3

U-2)5 J

where

In this design, it follows from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 that this design is not re-
ducible to a 4-associate PBIB design. Thus, every combination of two associate
classes in the sense of Vartak does not lead to a reduced PBIB design, so that
Vartak's iterative procedure is impossible. Some other combinations of associate
classes, however, lead to reduced PBIB designs under certain restrictions. For
example, it follows from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 that when (i) λί =λ3 =λs, (ii) λί =λ2

and A 3=A 4, (iii) λί=λ3 and A 2=A 4, (iv) λ1=λ4 and λ2=λ39 or (v) λ^=λ5 and
X2 =A4, if s=2, then the design is reducible to 3-associate PBIB designs and vice
versa, (vi) When λ^=λ4 and λ2=λs, if s = 3, then the design is reducible to a
3-associate PBIB design and vice versa, (vii) When λί—λ2=λ3=λ4.9 if s=2,
or (viii) when λ2=λ4 and λt =^3=^5, if s=4, then the design is reducible to 2-
associate PBIB designs and vice versa.

DESIGN (III). Consider a 4-associate PBIB design based on the association
scheme given by Adhikary [1] with the following parameters:

v = m1(m2 + I)(m3 +1), ft, r, k, λ, (i = 1,2, 3,4),

«! = m2, n2 = m3, n3 = m2m3,

n4 = (mι - l)(m2 + l)(m3 +1),

m 2-l 0 0 0

0

Sym.

0

0
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fo

II PΪJ

ίo

\\ptj\\ =

m2

0

0

0

0

Sym.

1

0

Sym.

0 0

0 0

Sym. 0

m3 —1

(m2-lX«3-l)

0

0

0

m3

w2w3

where m^.2.
All the cases of reductions in this design are as follows:

(i) When λί=λ2, if m2=m3, then the design is reducible to a 3-associate
PBIB design and vice versa, (ii) When λl =Λ,3, or (iii) when λ2=λ3, the design
is reducible to 3-associate PBIB designs. When (iv) λ^ =λ2 =λ3, (v) λί =λ2 =/L4,

or (vi) λ2 =λ3 =λ49 the design is reducible to 2-associate PBIB designs.
This design has an interesting property, which is that Vartak's iterative

procedure depends on the order of combining some associate classes. For

example, in Case (v), though we cannot apply Vartak's procedure in combining
the 4th associate class and another associate class, we can apply Vartak's iterative

procedure in combining the 1st associate class and the 3rd associate class, and then
combining the 4th associate class.

4. Relationship among coincidence numbers, latent roots and second kind
parameters with respect to reductions

On the derivation of conditions for the reduction of associate classes for cer-
tain PBIB designs, Vartak's approach [58] (i.e., generalized Vartak's condition

given in Section 2) uses the coincidence numbers and the second kind of parameters

of the PBIB design N9 while Kageyama's approach [23] uses the coincidence

numbers and the latent roots of the matrix NN'. As a necessary and sufficient
condition for reductions in certain cases, Kageyama's condition is more practically
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useful than generalized Vartak's one. If the two conditions are equivalent, then
we may be encouraged to use Kageyama's condition in preference to Vartak's.
For this reason, the relation between generalized Vartak's condition and Kage-
yama's one is generally studied through the properties of latent roots of the matrix

4.1. Reductions for PBIB designs of Kronecker product type

Let Nt be BIB designs with parameters vt, bh rh ki9 λ{ and Nf be comple-
mentary BIB designs with parameters vf=vi9 bf=bί9 rf=bt—ri9 kf=vi — ki and
λf=bi — 2ri + λi of Ni (ϊ=l,2,..., m). Consider the Kronecker product of these
designs in the forms N=Nί®N2® ~®Nm and N = Ni®N2 + N*t®N%. Then
the following theorems are obtained :

THEOREM A (Kageyama [23]). Given the BIB designs Nt with parameters
vt, bi9 rf, kt and λt (z = l,2,..., m), a necessary and sufficient condition for the
Kronecker product PBIB design N=N1<S)N2®- <S)Nm, which has at most 2m — 1
associate classes having the Fm type association scheme, to be reducible to a
PBIB design with only m distinct associate classes having the hypercubic associa-
tion scheme is that

(4.1) 0! = v2 = -.. = vm9 kί =k2 = ••• = km.

THEOREM B (Kageyama [23]). Given the BIB designs Nt with parameters
vi9 bi9 ri9 kt and λi(ί = l,2), a necessary and sufficient condition for a PBIB
design which has at most three associate classes having the rectangular associa-
tion scheme and which is constructed by the Kronecker product N=Nί®N2 +
Nγ®N% to be reducible to a PBIB design with only two distinct associate classes
having the L2 association scheme is that

Vι=v2, b1(r2-λ2) = b2(r1-λ1)9 b^^-λ^ i = 1, 2.

In the derivation of Theorem A, condition (4.1) was obtained by equalizing
all those among the latent roots of NN' and among all the coincidence numbers

which may be equal to each other. On the other hand, the matrices PJ = ||/*} Λ | |
of the second kind of parameters of Kronecker product PBIB design N=N1®
N2® ®Nm can be constructed by repeated applications of Theorem 4.2 of
Vartak [58] (or by Theorem 2 of Surendran [54] or (9.2)).

In design N9 when all those which may be equal to each other among all the
coincidence numbers are set to be equal, a necessary and sufficient condition for
the PBIB design N which has at most 2m — 1 associate classes to be reducible to
a PBIB design with only m distinct associate classes is given by Lemma 2.2.
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Furthermore, from Lemma 2.2 and the method of constructing the matrices Pf,
it follows that this necessary and sufficient condition is equivalent to v± =v2 = ••• =

vm. Then from υv = v2 = ••• =vm and the fact that all those which may be equal to
each other among all the coincidence numbers are set to be equal, it is clear that
all those which may be equal to each other among the latent roots of the matrix

NN' become equal. Therefore from Theorem A we have

THEOREM 4.1. Vartak's and Kageyama's condition are equivalent for
Kronecker product PBIB design N=Nί®N2® -®Nm which is reducible to a

PBIB design with only m distinct associate classes.

As an illustration, leaving aside certain trivial or uninteresting cases, the case
m = 3 is considered. In design N = N1®N2®N3 with parameters v' = vίv2v39

λ'Ί=λ^λ2λ^ nl=v2-l9 n2=vί-\, n3=(υ1-

-l), n4=t;3-l, n5=(υ2-\)(v3-\\ n6=(v^-\)(v^-\) and n7=(ι>ι-
\)(v2 — l)(t>3 — 1), the relations obtained by equalizing all those among the latent
roots of NN' and among all the coincidence numbers which may be equal to each
other are as follows (cf. [23]) :

(among the coincidence numbers)

(4.2) r^2 = r2λi9 r2λ3 = r3A2, r x A 3 = r3λί9

(among the latent roots)

(4.3) rίkί(r2-λ2) = Γ2fc2(r1-A1), r2k2(r3-λ3) = r3/c3(r2-A2),

rίkί(r3-λ3) = r3k3(ri-λί).

The matrices Pi = ||/?/kll (i,j, /c = l,2,..., 7) are shown in Design (I) of Section 3.
As shortly mentioned there, since under (4.2) we have distinct coincidence num-
bers λ\ =λ'2 =Λ4, λ'3 =A'5 =A'6 and λ'7, from Lemma 2.2 a necessary and sufficient
condition that the PBIB design N with at most seven associate classes is reducible
to a PBIB design with only three distinct associate classes is that

ΓRΛ Σ Plj = ΣPΪJ = Σptj , Σ pfj = Σ,P?J =
W i,j=ί,2,4 J i,j J i,j i , 7 = l , 2 , 4 ij J

(b) Σ P}J= Σ P?j =
ij l J

(c) Σ Ph=Σpiτ = Σptτ Σ
i=l ,2,4 i i i = l , 2 ,

(d) Σ p}j = Σpϊj = Σptj, Σ
i, ,/=3,5,6 i,j i,j ί,j=3,
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(e) Σ p}τ = ΣPΪ7 = Σpfτ, Σ PΪ-, = Σ P!T = Σ PΪT
i=3,5,6 i / i=3,5,6 ί i

(0 PIT =P*7 =P77, Pii =PΊΊ = PΊΊ

Substituting the elements of Pt (i = l, 2,..., 7) into the above conditions (a) to (f),
it is clear that conditions (a) to (f) are equivalent to a condition

(4.4) vl = υ2 = t;3.

Now if (4.2) and (4.3) are satisfied, then from the relations among the pa-
rameters of the BIB designs, i.e., λί(υi—\) = ri(ki—\), i = l, 2, 3, we can obtain
vι =v2=v3 and k± = k2=k3, and hence (4.4) holds. On the other hand, it follows
from λi(vi-l) = ri(ki-l), ί = l, 2, 3 that if (4.2) and (4.4) are satisfied, then
rίλj = rjλi and VI = OJ lead to r^r,- — Ay) = rJ.fe</.(ri — λf) for i 9 j (i^j) = l9 2, 3 and
hence (4.3) holds. Therefore generalized Vartak's condition obtained by using
the coincidence numbers and the second kind of parameters of PBIB design N
are equivalent to Kageyama's one obtained by using the coincidence numbers
and the latent roots of the matrix NN' for PBIB design N=N1®N2®N3.

In a similar way, from the derivation of Theorem B we have

THEOREM 4.2. Vartak's and Kageyama's condition are equivalent for
PEIB design JV=JV 1®N 24-Nf ®JVf which is reducible to a PBIB design with
only two distinct associate classes.

4.2. Reductions for general PBIB designs

When there exists equality relation (2.2) among coincidence numbers λi of
a PBIB design N with m associate classes, a necessary and sufficient condition

t
for the PBIB design N to be reducible to a PBIB design with m — Σ '/ +1 associate

classes is given by (2.3) in Lemma 2.2. Then it is clear that there are the equality
relations among latent roots pf of the matrix NN' corresponding to its coincidence

numbers A£. Thus generalized Vartak's condition always leads to Kageyama's
one. Therefore in the rest of this section, the converse of this fact will be dis-
cussed. That is, do the relations among coincidence numbers λt and among
latent roots pi (i.e., Kageyama's condition) lead to the relations among coincidence
numbers λt and among the second kind of parameters like (2.3) (i.e., generalized
Vartak's condition)?

Since it is sufficient to consider the form (2.2) as equality relations among
coincidence numbers λh the equality relations among latent roots pt of the matrix

m m

NN' ( = Σ λfA. = Σ piA\ in Lemma A) corresponding to its coincidence numbers
j=0 i=0

λ{ are also considered as the assumption. We now begin by separating this into
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two cases (i.e., t = i and t^2 in (2.2)).

Case I (type t = l in (2.2)), i.e., the case of Lemma 2.1. The conditions to

be assumed are λ1=λ2 = =λl and Pι=p2 = —Pi

(i) Case/ = m: In this case it suffices to assume λί=λ2 = '~=λm only.

For, this condition leads to Pι=p2 = =Pm by (1.3), (1.4) and (1.8). From
(1.3) and (1.4) we have

tn tn nt

(4.5) Σ>u = Σ>2, = Σ.zmJ.j=1 j=1 j=1

Furthermore, from (1.3) and (1.5) we have

,J=1

'=1

(.Σ *mj)(Σ zmj) .Σ « f+(Σ plj^n.. . _

which from (4.5) lead to

m m

Σ _,2 V1

^6" Σi,j=ι t,j=ί

m m

= 0 ,

=o,

(^i2-*«2)( Σ^ - Σ ^P/y) + ( ^ i 3 - ^ 3 ) ( Σ p f j - Σ P \ J ) + -

- + (*ιm- zm J(Σ Λi- Σ /»ίj) = o.
i,J i,J

Since the matrix Z is nonsingular as described in Section 1, it follows that the

determinant
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Z12~Z22> Z13~Z23> » Z lm~ z 2m

Z12~~Z32> Z13~~Z33> ?

 Z lm~ z 3m

6 12~~^m25 Δ:

m m m

Therefore we obtain Σ P\j— Σ PΪj = ~= Σ PTj which coincides with (2.1)

in this case. That is, Kageyama's condition leads to generalized Vartak's
one in this type. Note that if λί =λ2 = '- =λm holds in a PBIB design with m
associate classes, then the PBIB design reduces to a BIB design. This is well
known.

(ii) Case / = m-l: λγ =λ2 = =λm.1 (=λ, say); p1=p2 = ... =pm_1.

From (1.3), (1.4) and (1.8) we have

Hence from p± =p2 = =pm-ι and λ — λm^Q we have

(4.6) z l m = z2m = - =z w _ 1 > m ,

(4.7)
m— 1 m— 1 m— 1

Σ Z l 7 = Σ Z2j = " = Σ Zm-l,j
j=ί J=l J=l

Furthermore, from (1.3) and (1.5) we have

m— 1

(Σ
J=l

m— 1

(Σ
7=1

m— 1

m— 1

m— 1 m— 1

Σ« i + (Σ
i=l i,J=l

m— 1 m— 1

m— 1 m— 1

(Σ *»-l.y)

m— 1 m— 1

which from (4.6) and (4.7) lead to
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m— 1 m— 1

Σ PΪJ- Σ P!j
,j=l ί,j=l

i j

(Σ/>?Γ1 -

m— 1 w— 1

-*m-l,2)( Σ PΪj- Σ
1,7=1 »,7=1

Since it follows from the property of the matrix Z that

Z12~~Z22> Z13~Z23> 5 zl,m- 1 "~ Z2,m- J

S A C * } Z12~Z32> Z13~Z33> 9 Zl,ro-1 ~~ Z3,m-I

Z 12~" z m-l,2> Z 13~~ Z /n-l,3v j zl,m-1 ~ Zm-l,m-1

9 * 0 ,

we obtain

(4.9)

From (1.5) we have

m-l

m-1

m— 1 m— 1 m— 1

= ;>,•=•••=.
»,7=1 1.7

m—1 m—1

(Σ zm-l,j) zm-l,m = (Σ Pim^m- 1 ,1 + (Σ PL^m-1,2 + ''' + (Σ PTrn)**- 1 ,m
j=l 1=1 i i

Hence from (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8) we similarly obtain

nt— 1 m— 1 tn~~ 1

(4.10) ΣPim = ΣPim = — =
t=l i=l
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From (1.3) and (1.5) we have

Z lm z lm-Z2m z2m =(z11-Z21)pim + (z12

---- K zl,m-l~~Z2,m-lλPmm >

K zl,m-l~~ z3,m-l).Pmm ?

z lm z lm~ zm-l,m zro-l,m ~ (zl 1 ~" Zm- l,m)Pmm + (Z12 ~" Zm- l,2)Pmm "+"

" ^(Zί,m-l~Zm-l,m-l)Pmm

Hence from (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8) we similarly obtain

(4.H) Pmm=PΪm= ' = PXil.

Conditions (4.9), (4.10) and (4.11) coincide with (2.1) in this case. Therefore
Kageyama's condition leads to generalized Vartak's one in this type.

(iii) Case ί = m-2: λ^ = Λ2 = = λm_2 ( = λ, say); p1 = p2 = . = pm_2.
From (1.3), (1.4) and (1.8) we have

Pi = A 0-A-z l i W_ 1(A-AT O_ 1)-z l m(A-Am),

P2 = λo-λ-Z^-^λ-λn-J-Z^λ-λJ,

Pin-2 — ̂ 0 — ̂ ~Zm-2,m-i(^~^m-l)~zw-2,m(^~^m)

If we suppose a condition

(4.12) Zi^.i = z^.! = ••- = z m _ 2 s m _ l 5

then from Pι=p2 = =pm-2 and A — Λ j ^ O (i = m —1, m) we have

(4.13) z lm = z2m = ... =zm_ 2 > m,

m-2 m-2 m-2

(4.14) Σ^u = Σ^ =-= Σ zm-2.jj-1 j=i j=i

From (1.3) and (1.5) we have

m-2 m-2 m-2 m-2 m-2

u) = Σ»ι + (Σ
i=l i,J=ί
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m-2 m-2

(Σ*
j=ί

m-2 m-2

Σ
ί=l

tn-2

( Σ

m-2

j=ί

m-2 m-2 m-2 m-2

which from (4.12), (4.13) and (4.14) lead to

m-2 m-2

Λ2/- Σ Pί
=l ί,j=l ίj

m— 2 m— 2

(Σ /'ί -Σ
ί, j=l i,j=l

. . . _ l _ f τ r WX"1 nm~2 X"1 nl ^
rUl,m-2~ z m-2,m-2K2L ί ^ij ^.Pij'

Since it follows from the property of the matrix Z that under (4.12)

Z12~Z22> Z13~Z23» 5 zl,m-2 "~ z2,m-2

(Λ*c\ Z12~Z32? z!3~Z33v ? zl,m-2 ~ Z3,m-2

= o.

Z12~~Zm-2,2> Z13~Zm-2,3v j zl,m-2 ~ zm-2,m-2

we obtain

(4.16)

From (1.5) we have

m-2

(Σ

m-2 m-2

Σ Plj = Σ

m-2

m-2

m-2

'Σι
ί=l

m-2

(Σ Pf.m-ί^m ,
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m~2 m—2 m—2

(Σ zm-2,./)Zm-2,m-l = (Σ Pi.m-l )*m-2,1 + '' ' + (Σ P7,m-l)zm-2tm '
j=l i=l i=l

Hence from (4.12), (4.13), (4.14) and (4.15) we similarly obtain

m—2 m—2 m—2

(4.17) ΣKm-i = Σ/»?.„-1 =-= Σ/>?,«2-ι
i=l i=l i=l

m—2 m—2 m—2

Similarly, from (Σ zvj)zim = (Σ z2</)z2m =••• = (Σ zm_2 >;) zm-2,m we obtain

m-2 m-2 m-2

(4.18) Σ/'L = Σ/»f»=-=ΣpT»- 2 .
i=l i=l i=l

Further similarly, from z 1 > m _ 1 2 l s / n _ 1 -z 2 > m _ 1 z 2 > m _ 1 = z l f m _ 1 z l i l π _ 1 - Z 3 i m _ 1 Z 3 i m _ 1

= ••• = Z l j m _ 1 Z l j W _ 1 —
 z

m-2,m-l zm-2,m-l =^? zl,m- l z lw ~~ Z2,m- lZ2m = Zl,m- l z lm

~"Z3,m-lZ3m = " = = Zl,m-l zlm~" Zm-2,m-l zm-2,m =^ an(^ z lm z lm ~ Z2mZ2m = z lm z lm

-Z3mz3m = '" = z lm z lm-Zm-2 sm
zm-2,m =0, WC obtaίll respectively

nl n2 ... nm~2

j r m — l , m — 1 Pm— ί ,m— 1 j r m — l , m — 1 »

(4.19) Pm-l,m =Pm-ί,m ='"= Pm-l,m,

nί == fj2 — ... — »jm—2
Jrmm Pmm fmrn

Conditions (4.16), (4.17), (4.18) and (4.19) coincide with (2.1) in this case. There-
fore Kageyama's condition leads to generalized Vartak's one in this type provided
that (4.12) holds. Note that, though (4.12) is a general assumption, there may be
an association scheme satisfying (4.12).

(iv) Case l = m-q(q^3): λί=λ2 = -=λm_q; ρi=p2 = ~=Pm-q. When
a positive integer q is equal to 3, if two conditions like (4.12) are assumed, then in
a similar way as in Case (iii), we can get conditions like (2.1) corresponding to this

case. In general, if q — i conditions like (4.12) are assumed, then the required
conditions like (2.1) can be similarly obtained.

Therefore, for the case in which l = m — q (#^2), Kageyama's condition leads

to generalized Vartak's one with some additional assumptions.

Case II (type t^.2 in Lemma 2.2). The conditions to be assumed are

^0ι = Λι + 1 = * * • = Λ < 0 ι + / ι - l > Pθi = Pθi + ί = '" = Pθi+li-l 9

(4.20) λθ2 = λθ2 + 1 = ••• = λθ2_H2_l, pθ2 = pθ2 + ί = ••• = pθ2 + l2_l,

Pet —
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Since the conditions of each row to hold in (4.20) are of the conditions of types in
Case I, from the discussion of (iii) and (iv) in Case I, we can see that in type
(4.20) if some conditions like (4.12) are further assumed, then a necessary and
sufficient condition for the reduction of associate classes like (2.3) is obtained.
Therefore in Case II Kageyama's condition leads to generalized Vartak's one with
some additional assumptions like (4.12).

We shall conclude this section by giving an effective example. Consider
a PBIB design with five associate classes satisfying the conditions such that λ± =

A 2 ( = s 1 ? say), λ3=λ4 ( = s2, say); ρ1 =p2, p3=p4.
 Fr°m (1-3) and (1.8) we

have

P 2 = 0 +

P3 = ̂  +

p4 = A0 +

If we impose a condition

(4.21) z l s =z2 5, z35 =z45,

then from pί =p2, p3 =p4, sl^s2 and (1.4) we have

Z11+Z12 = Z21 + Z22» Z31+Z32 =

(4.22)

4> 233+Z34 = Z43 + Z44

From (1.3) and (1.5) we have

Z 1 2) = Σ«( + (Σ /»/./)*! 1+- + (Σ Pfj)*l5,
1=1 i,j=l >,j=l

z22) = Σ«i + (Σ
i=ί »,7=

Σ

which from (4.21) and (4.22) lead to
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Ϊj- Σf \( ^™t 2 ^w"1 1

If

Z12~Z22> Z14~Z24
(4.23)

Z32~Z42? Z34~Z44

can be further assumed, then we obtain

(4 24) /f '- . '*" .i^-.^
Similarly, from (z13 + z14)(z13 + z14) =(z23 + z24)(z23 + z24), (z33 + z34)(z33 +

and (4.23) we obtain

(4.25)

From (Z11 + z12)(z13 + z14)
Z42)(Z43 + Z44) and (4-23) we similarly obtain

Σ Plj = Σ PΪj , Σ ^?y = Σ Ptj
i, j=3 i,7=3 i,J=3 i,j = 3

), (z31 + z32)(z33 + z34)=(z41

(4.26) Σ Plj = Σ PΪj , Σ P?j = Σ Ptj .
i=l ,2 i= l ,2 i = l , 2 i = l , 2
J=3,4 J=3,4 J = 3,4 j = 3,4

Furthermore, from (z11 + z12)z15=(z21 + z22)z25, (z31 + z32)z35=(z41 + Z
(Z13 + z14)z15=(z23 + z24)z25, (z33 + z34)z35=(z43 + Z44)z45 and Z15z15=z25z25,
Z35Z35 =Z45Z455 under (4.23) we obtain respectively

(4.27) Σ ph = Σ
i=3 i=3

P55=P55,

Σ P?S = Σ
i=3 i=3

=

Conditions (4.24), (4.25), (4.26) and (4.27) coincide with (2.3) in this case. There-
fore Kageyama's condition leads to generalized Vartak's one in this type provided
that (4.21) and (4.23) hold. Note that these additional conditions (4.21) and
(4.23) can be replaced by z1 5=z2 5, z35=z45, z13=z23, z33=z43 or z15=z25 =
Z35 ==Z45==Z55

At the conclusion of Section 4, it might be said that generalized Vartak's
condition is easier to use than Kageyama's one, since checking the conditions on
the Zj/s requires some calculations.
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5. Reductions for a certain PBIB design

Let NI be BIB designs with parameters vi9 bί9 ri9 ki9 λt and Nf be comple-
mentary BIB designs with parameters vf = vi9 bf = bi9 rf = bt — ri9 kf = vt — kh

λf=bί — 2ri + λi of Ni(i = l929...9m). Then Kageyama [23] gave a necessary

and sufficient condition that a PBIB design Ny=Nl®N2 + N^®N% with at most

three associate classes having an F2 type association scheme is reducible to a
PBIB design with only two distinct associate classes having an L2 association

scheme. Furthermore, Kageyama [30] showed necessary and sufficient condi-

tions for PBIB designs Nΰt=Nί®N2<8)N^ + N^^N^®N% and Nβ=Nί®N2<S)> >

•»#* to be reducible. Na is different from Nί®N2®N3 +
N2®N% + Nήί®N$®N3 constructed by Sillitto's product

of Ny and JV3, where Ny is a BIB design provided bί=4(rί-λi)9 i = l, 2 [50; 52].
A generalization of the Sillitto type of product will be treated in a subsequent
section.

By use of Kageyama's condition, we have as a generalization of PBIB design
Nγ the following

THEOREM 5.1 (Kageyama [30]). Given the BIB designs Nt with parameters

v9 bi9 ri9 k and λί (i = l, 2,..., m), a necessary and sufficient condition for a PBIB
design N = Ni®N2®-~®Nm + N*[®N:

2®~-®N*l with at most 2m-l associate

classes having the Fm type association scheme to be reducible to a PBIB design
with the hypercubic association scheme of m associate classes is that

(5.1) bfa-λj) = bfo-λj

hold simultaneously for every i 9 j (i^j) = !9 2,..., m.

For Kageyama [30], we remark that necessary and sufficient conditions for

two distinct PBIB design based on the same association scheme to be reducible

are generally different.
Further, note that (5.1) can be replaced by rίAJ = Γy/Lί, because bί(rj — λj) =

ft/fa —λj) is equivalent to riλj = rjλi under conditions vt=Vj and fc—fcj. Since

we can also see that bi(rj — λj) = bj(ri — λ^ is equivalent to Vι=Vj under r/A7 = rJ /ίί

and k—kj, as compared with Theorem 5.1 from a combinatorial point of view

of the design we have

COROLLARY 5.2. Given the BIB designs Nt with parameters vi9 bί9 ri9 k and

λt (i = l,2, 3) satisfying r1λ2=r2λί9 r2λ3=r3λ2 and r 1A3=r3A 1, a necessary and

sufficient condition for a PBIB design N=N1®N2®N3 + N:$<S)N:

2®N% with at
most seven associate classes having the F3 type association scheme to be reducible

to a PBIB design with only three distinct associate classes having the cubic

association scheme is that
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Vl=V2 = V3.

We will deal with the problem in Section 7 of Kageyama [23], i.e., the

derivation of a necessary and sufficient condition for a PBIB design with at most

2m — 1 associate classes having the Fm type association scheme to be reducible to

a PBIB design with m x associate classes for a positive integer m x such that m<

m1<2m — 1. Here we shall consider the case ra=3 concerning Corollary 5.2.

As shown in Kageyama [30], when Nt are BIB designs with parameters

vi9 bi9 rh ki and λh i = l, 2, 3, the parameters of PBIB design N=N1®N2®N3 +

based on the F3 type association scheme are given by

v' = υlv2v^ V = bίb2b3,

(5.2) λ '3=

λ'4 =

λ'5 =

A'6

A'7 = A! A2A3 + (b, - 2Γi + A1)(fc2 - 2r2 + A2)(b3 - 2r3 + A3)

+ 2(r1-A ιXr2-A2Xr3-A3).

It follows from (5.2) and some calculations that

(5.3) λΊ = Ai and A3 = A'6

are equivalent to

(5.4) &2(r3-A3) = ί>3(r2-A2),

under

(5.5) ι;2 = v3 and fc2 = /c3.

In a similar way, if (5.5) is replaced by i^ =ϋ2 and /cx =/c2, then (5.3) is replaced

by AΊ =A'2 and A'5=A'6, while (5.4) by bl(r2 — A2) = fc2(r1 — Ax). Furthermore, if
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(5.5) is replaced by vl =v3 and k1 = /c3, then (5.3) is replaced by λ'2 —λf

4 and λ'3 =
λ'S9 while (5.4) by b1(r3—λ3) = b3(rί—λί). Therefore, since the properties for
reductions of the F3 type association scheme are given in Design (I) of Section 3,
we can establish

THEOREM 5.3. Given the BIB designs Nt with parameters vh bi9 rt, kt and
A f (i = l,2, 3) satisfying

(5.6) v2 = v3 and k2 = k39

then a necessary and sufficient condition for a PBIB design N=Nί®N2®N3 +
N*®N*®N* with at most seven associate classes having the F3 type association
scheme to be reducible to a PBIB design with five associate classes having an as-
sociation called a singular reduced F3 type association scheme [28] is that

(5.7) b2(r3-λ3) = b3(r2-λ2\

which is equivalent to

(5.8) r2λ3=r3λ2.

REMARK. If (5.6) is replaced by v± =v2 and k1 =fc2, then (5.7) is replaced by
bι(r2 — λ2) = b2(rί—λί), while (5.8) by r1λ2=r2λ1. Furthermore, if (5.6) is
replaced by v1=v3 and fc1=/c3, then (5.7) is replaced by bί(r3 — λ3) = b3(r1—λi),
while (5.8) by r^3 =r3/l1.

Generalizations of Corollary 5.2 and Theorem 5.3 are easily given and hence
they are omitted here.

6. Algebraic structures of PBIB designs obtained by generalization of
Sillitto's product

In the previous section, we dealt with necessary and sufficient conditions that
the PBIB design given by the Kronecker product of BIB designs in the form
N=Nl®N2®~ ®Nn + Nΐ®N%<8)' '®N* is reducible to a PBIB design with
fewer associate classes. In this section we shall deal with the generalization of
the Sillitto type of product concerning the product type stated above. That is,
for usual Sillitto's product JV ( 1 )=AΓ 1® J/V 2 + J V f ® N % , we study the algebraic
structures of 7V'<2> = Λ r< 1>®Λ 3 + Λ r<1>*®7V r

3

x and in general N^ = N^1^NH+1

+ N(n~ί)*®N*+ί9 where ΛΓj's are BIB designs. The approach used here is
standard, being the use of generalized Vartak's condition.

Let NI be BIB designs with parameters % bi9 rt, kt, λt (i = l,2,..., n + 1)
and let the parameters of PBIB design N<α> be denoted by ϋ<α>, b<α), r(α), fc(α>, λ\a)

and n^ α). Then it is known (cf. [23]) that the parameters of the PBIB design
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NW=N1®N2 + N^<S>N'2 based on a rectangular association scheme are as
follows :

(6.1)

Furthermore, as indicated in Section 5, JV ( 1 ) is a BIB design when the parameters
of the original BIB designs N, satisfy bt=4(rt—λt), i = l, 2. Since the algebraic
structures of the PBIB design JV ( 1 ) with at most three associate classes are
discussed in Kageyama [23], we begin by considering the design ΛΓ(2) = ^V(1)(g)
N3 + NW*®N% as the Sillitto type of product of N<'> and N3.

Before a further consideration, we prepare the following lemma which plays
an important role in this section.

LEMMA 6.1. Let Mt be a PBIB design with m associate classes and with

parameters »<1>, #*>, /•<*>, Jt<1>, λ\!\ «}»>, p$\ i,j, fe=0, 1,..., m, and let N2

be a BIB design with parameters v2, b2> r2, k2 and λ2. Then N=M1<S)N2

+ M?®JVf ιs α PBIB design with at most 2m + l associate classes and with
parameters

k =

for i = l, 2,..., m. In addition, the following relations hold:
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λl = λ2l if and only ifb^\r2-λ2) = b2(r< » > - λ\ 1 >),

λ,=λ2ί+l if and only if(r^-λ\^b2 = 4(r<'>-A|ι>)(r2-A2),

A2 i = λay+1 ί/ αnrf only ifb2(λ^-λ^) = (r2-A2)[ί><1)-4(r(i)_ι(ι))]j

A2 ί = λ2J if and only if λ^ = A*-1',

λ*+ι = ̂  +ι if and only if (λ\^-λ^)\b2-4(r2-λ2)-] = 0

/or α// 1,7 = 1, 2,..., m.

Since it is clear that in general the complement of a PBIB design M with
parameters v9 b, r, k, λi9 ni and pj fc (if the design exists, then b + λ^Ir holds for

all i) is also a PBIB design M* with parameters v*=υ, b*=b, r*=fe — r, /c* =
u — fc, λf=b — 2r + λi9 nf =n f and pijk=pi

jk having the same association scheme
as M, so that N=M±®N2 + M\ ®N% has the same association scheme as the

design M1(χ)N2, the second kind of parameters p*jk of N coincide with those of
Mί®N2 The latter can be found in Vartak [58] and hence we omit describing
them here.

The proof of Lemma 6.1 is easily given by enumeration from the structure of
N=Mi®N2-\-M^ ®N% and the combinatorial properties of M! and N29 or with
the help of association matrices for the purpose of the essential use of Lemma 5.1
due to Bose and Mesner [8]. The association matrices matching the design N

can be also represented by the Kronecker products of those of designs Mί and N2.
Note that in Lemma 6.1 if Mt has an Fn type association scheme which will be
given in Section 9, then N has an Fn+ί type association scheme.

Since

® N2 ,

we have

(6.2) N^ = Λ Γ < 1 > ® N

(6.3) = Nί ® N2

REMARK. The complement of a design of the Sillitto type of product is easily
made from a structural point of view, that is, it is essential to make the complement
of the last BIB design only in each term consisting of Kronecker products of BIB
designs. For example, the complement of JV (2) is as follows:

= Ni ® N2 ® (N3
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N2

N3

It is convenient to consider JV ( 2 ) in the original form (6.2) rather than in an
expansion form (6.3) for the sake of the easy use of Lemma 6.1. Thus, from
(6.1) and Lemma 6.1 we have

PROPOSITION.
N3 + N1®N!

2®N$ + Nΐ®N2®N$ is a PBIB design with at most seven
associate classes having an F3 type association scheme and with parameters

t?<2> = v,v2v39 ί><2> = b1b2b39

r(2) =

for i = l, 2, 3, where λ\l) and n\l) are given in (6.1). In addition, (/) when
^i==4(rί~λί), ϊ = l, 2, 3, N(2) is originally reducible to a BIB design, (ii)
When bi=4(rt — Λ,t ), i = l, 2 and ί>3 ̂ 4^3 — ̂ 3), ]V(2) is originally reducible to a
PBIB desΐgn with at most three associate classes having a rectangular associa-
tion scheme, and is further not reducible to a 2-associate PBIB design based
on the L2 association scheme.

On the reduction of associate classes for JV ( 2 ) as a PBIB design with seven
associate classes having the F3 type association scheme (see Section 3 for matrix

expressions P^Hp^H of the second kind of parameters), the representations
corresponding to the places of letters (̂ 4), α, (B) and (C) in the following pro-
position are given in the table :

PROPOSITION: When there exists the relation (A) of equality among the
coincidence numbers λ[2), a necessary and sufficient condition that a PBIB
design N(2) with at most seven associate classes having the F3 type association
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scheme is reducible to a PBIB design with α associate classes is condition (B).
Furthermore, relation (A) holds when the parameters of the original BIB designs
satisfy condition (C).

Table

No. relation (A) condition (C)

1

2
3
4

5
6

7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

32

33
34

35

36
37
38
39
40
41

42
43

4=5,6 =

4=6, 5=

2 = 3,6=
2 = 6,3=
1=3, 5=
1=5,3 =

1=2,5=

2-4,3-

1-4,3 =

1-5,2-
1-3,4-
2-3,4-

2 = 7,3-
4-7,5-

4=5-6

2-3-6
1=3-5
2-3,4-

2-3-4
1=3=4

1=2 = 5
2-3,4-

4=5,2-
1-3,4-
4-6, 1 =
2-6, 1-

1=2 = 3,
2, ~== τ== o,
1=4=5,

2 = 3=4=
2=4, 1 =

1=2,4=

7
7
7
7
7
7
6

5
6
6
6

5
6
6
7
7

7
5,6=7

5
6
6

5=6=7

3-6=7

5-6-7
3-5-7
3-5-7

5 = 6 = 7
3-5-7
3 = 6=7
-5,6=7

3 = 5=7
5=6-7

3-7, 1-2-5-6

5=7, 1-3-4-6

1 = 2-4,3-5=6

2-5 = 6, 3-4=7
1=3=6,2 = 5=7

1 = 7,2 = 3=4=5

1=4=7,3 = 5=6

1=2 = 7, 3 = 5-6
2=3=4=5-6=7

1=2=3=5=6=7

1=3=4=5-6-7

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4

4
4
4

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3

3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3

2

2
2

2 = 4(r2 —

ι=z>3=2

1 = y2 = 4, V3 =
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(Continued)

No.

44
45
46
47
48

relation (A} of'X?

= 2 = 3,4=5 = 6 = 7
= 4=5,2 = 3 = 6 = 7
= 2=3=4,5=6=7
=2=4=5=6=7
=4=7, 2-3=5=6

a

2
2
2
2
2

(B)

V±V2 = V3

Vi = V2 = 2

Vί = 4, V2 = V$ = 2

condition (C)

bi = 4(ri-λi), i=l,2,3
bί = 4(rί-λί),i=l,2,3
bί = 4(ri-ϊi),i=l,2,3
bi = 4(ri-λi),i=\,2,3
bi = 4(ri-λi),i=l,2,3

The numbers in the column of relation (̂ 4) denote suffices i of coincidence
numbers λ[2) as follows; for example 4 = 5, 6=7 means the relation /l^2)=A(

5

2)

and 42) =A(

7

2), and 2 = 3 =6=7 means the relation λ(

2

2) =A(

3

2) =λ(

6

2) =λ(

7

2), and so
on. The blanks in column (B) mean that condition (B) is automatically satisfied
under relation (4). Condition (B) can be easily checked by generalized Vartak's
condition. Though generally uί = 2 in BIB designs Ni9 / = !, 2, 3, we omit the
cases in which V1=v2=v3=2 and which is reducible to a BIB design in Table,
since they are not interesting for us.

Note that under the same condition (C), by combining associate classes in
some ways, JV<2 ) is reducible to PBIB designs with fewer associate classes. Of
course, there are many cases other than those given in Table concerning the
reduction of associate classes. In particular, there are many combinations of λ\2)

for the cases reducible to PBIB designs with two or three associate classes. Okuno
and Okuno [41] have also studied PBIB designs based on the F3 type association
scheme of v = mίm2m3 treatments in some detail.

Further, note that the reduced design of No. 18 is a 4-associate PBIB design
based on a generalized right angular association scheme which will be indicated
in Section 10, and that the reduced designs of Nos. 27 and 35 are, respectively,
3-associate PBIB designs based on the F2 type association scheme and the C3

type association scheme which will be described in Section 9. There are some
2-associate PBIB designs based on the well known association schemes. For
example, the reduced designs of Nos. 41, 42, 43, 44, 45 and 47 are 2-associate
PBIB designs based on the N2 type association schemes which will be described
in Section 7. The reduced design of No. 46 is a 2-associate PBIB design based
on the L2 association scheme provided vίv2=v3 Φ4 from the uniqueness of the
L2 association scheme [49]. The reduced design of No. 48 may be a 2-associate
PBIB design based on the following association scheme with parameters

v = 16, n± =5, n2 = 10,

\\plj\\ =
0 4

4 6
\\pij\\ =

2 3

3 6

for Suppose that there are treatments represented by 5-tuples
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«2> α3> α4> αs) where αt =0 or 1 for ΐ = l, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 5-tuple (αl5 α2, α3, α4, α5)
is identified with its complement (1— α1? 1 — α2, 1 — α3, 1— α4, 1— α5). Among
these 24 treatments, an association is defined as follows. Two treatments (αl9

5

α2» α3, α4, α5) and (βί9 β2, β3, β4, β5) are ith associates if Σ ε(αk — βk) = i. Each
fc=l

treatment is the Oth associate of itself. In fact, we can see that this association
satisfies three conditions (i.e., (a), (b) and (c)' in Section 1) of the association
scheme with two associate classes. This association scheme was suggested by
Enomoto [14].

As a generalization of the Sillitto type of product, we have

= N(2) ^

= 7VΊ ® N2

® ΛΓJ ® TV? ® 7V4 + 7VΪ ® Λ^2 ® N% ® N4

N2®

and f or n ̂  1

where N^I-1)* = Λ^ί r t-2 )®Λ^* + 7V("-2)*®7Vrt, 7V<0>^N1 (i.e., ι?(°>=ι;1,
r<°>=r 1, fcί°>=fc1, λ^^AO and then N(w> is developed into 2rt terms each
consisting of Kronecker products of n + 1 BIB designs.

From Lemma 6.1 and a PBIB design ΛΓ*""1* in which an Fn type associa-
tion scheme can be introduced, it follows that Λf ( w ) is a PBIB design with at most
2W + 1 — 1 associate classes having the Fn+ί type association scheme and with
parameters

t OO =
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*P = Vn+i-l,n<fi=n<i»-^9 n<f}+i = (vn+1 - l)/ι<»-ι> ,

for ί = 1, 2,..., 2n — 1. If the parameters of N(rt) are represented by the parameters

of n + 1 BIB designs JV 1 9 N2,..., and Nn+1, then their expressions are very com-
plicated. The PBIB design N(w), therefore, remains to be discussed with the
parameters of TV*""1) and Nn+ί. The following relations among coincidence
numbers λ\n) can be obtained:

λP = λ<fϊ if and only if bn+ &<•-»-#"-») = b^\rn+,-λn+ί) ,

if and only if (^"-^-Aί"-0)*^!

A<2V = A(

2«/+1 if and only if

(

2

w; if and only if

A# + 1 i fandonlyi f

and

= 0

Using these relations and an Fπ+1 type association scheme, we may be able
to make statements on the reduction of associate classes for a PBIB design JV ( W )

such as Table concerning those of a PBIB design JV ( 2 ). Furthermore, they also
depend on the algebraic structures of a design N(n~l\ For example, (i) when

fei=4(rί--Aί), i = l, 2,..., π + 1, N(/l) is originally reducible to a BIB design, (ii)
when bi=4(ri-λd,i = l92,...9n and fcn+i^4(rn+1-AB+1), N<") is originally
reducible to a PBIB design with at most three associate classes having a rectangular
association scheme, and (iii) when bί=4(rί — Af), j = l, 2,..., n — 1 and bj^4(rj —

λ j ) , j = n, n + 1, N(π) is originally reducible to a PBIB design with at most seven
associate classes having the F3 type association scheme, because J/V ("~1 ) is a PBIB
design with at most three associate classes having an F2 type association scheme,
and so on. Cases (ii) and (iii) are, respectively, included in the algebraic structures
of PBIB designs JV< 1 >=N 1 ®JV 2 + JVΪ®ΛΓ5 and NW=N^<8>N3 + N^*®N%
as shown before.

The reducibility of associate classes for a PBIB design JV ( W ) may be studied
from exhaustive combinations of associate classes in the Fn+ί type association

scheme by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, similarly as for ΛΓ(2), but they will not be carried
out here.
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COMPLEMENTARY REMARK. As a generalization of Lemma 6.1, when Mx

and N2 are PBIB designs with s and t associate classes, respectively, we can give
all the parameters of a PBIB design ΛΓ=M l®7V2 + Mf ®Nf with at most s + t + st
associate classes. However, they are omitted here.

Part II. Some types of reducible association schemes

We shall discuss some series of association schemes, each series of which is
reducible to an association scheme of the same type with fewer associate classes
by combining some prescribed associate classes. The discussion is independent
of treatment-block incidence of the design and is useful to the reductions of the
number of associate classes for an incomplete block design based on a certain
association scheme as seen in Part I and, also, useful to the characterization of
the association scheme.

7. Nested type of association schemes

Following Yamamoto, Fujii and Hamada [61], suppose that there are

vm=sίs2...sm treatments φ(aί9 α2,. j O indexed by m-tuples (α1,α2,..., αm)
where 0^ = 1, 2,..., st (^2) for / = !, 2,...,m. Among these treatments, we can
define the following association called here an Nm type association scheme
(or an m-fold nested type association scheme) satisfying three conditions of the
association scheme with m associate classes, which is also called a generalized
group divisible association scheme with m associate classes by Raghavarao
[42]:

DEFINITION: Two treatments <^(α1,α2,..., αm) and φ(βl9 β2, > > /U are *'th
associates if and only if α/=β/ for all 7 = 1, 2,..., m — i and ocm,ί+1^βm,ί+1.
Each treatment is the Oth associate of itself.

After numbering vm treatments lexicographical order, we can express z'th
association matrices as

(7.1) ^=/,m- ί®(^w. ί + 1-/5 m. ί + 1)®^m- ί + 2® ®C7Sm

for i=0, 1,..., m, where vj=sίs2 .Sj. Furthermore, the parameters of this
association scheme are known to be

Vm =S1S2...5m,

ni — smSm-ί" sm-i + 2 (sm-i+i ~~-0*
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(7.2)

for ί,7, fe = l, 2,..., m, where X ( / _ D is the (i— l)st order column vector with

elements n l 5 rc2,..., n^; x'(ί-i) is the transpose of X ( I _D; and D ( m _ ί + 1 ) x ( m _ ί + 1 )

is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements smsm_ 1...sm_ ί + 2(5m_ ί + 1— 2), n ί + 1,

H i+2,..., nm (for ί=0 the first element is put equal to n0), respectively.
We shall now show that an Nm type association scheme is reducible to an

7V m _ι type association scheme for a positive integer rag:3 (for brevity, this fact

is denoted hereafter by JVm2 #„,_!, raΞ>3).
In the association matrices (7.1) of an Nm type association scheme of vm =

Sίs2'"sm treatments, for example, consider the following form:

(7.3) .1 =ISI®(GS2S3-IS2S3)®GS4

Let 5 1 =w 1 , 5253=M2, s4=M3,..., and sm = um-ί. Then (7.1) and (7.3) imply that
we can obtain the association matrices of an Nm_ί type association scheme of
Vm=sιs2 -sm=uιu2'-um-ι treatments by combining (ra —2)nd and (ra—l)st
associate classes in the Nm type association scheme. Furthermore, (7.2) yields

0 0 ...

0 0 ...

0

0

Λ -i =

) 0 ... 0

where α=smsm_1...s4(s3 —2) and b=smsm_1...s3(s2 — 2). In these matrices

Pm_2 and Pm-χ, it is clear that the following relations hold;

ΐl i

^2

*«-3

fl

0

0

*1

"2

«m-2

*

0

0 0

0 0

ό ό

0 0

Λm-1 0

0 /!„

0

0

ό

0

nm >

»
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m—1 m—1

Σ nm—2 V1 ntfJ— 1
. . Pij -. .2- Pij »
ι,j=m-2 ι,j=m-2

m—1 m—1

Σ />7Γ2 = Σ /TΓ1 for /=1,2,..., ifi-3, m,
ί=m-2 i=m-2

pm-2 = pm-ι for i9j=i92,...9m-3,m,

which are a necessary and sufficient condition (i.e., generalized Vartak's condition)
for an Nm type association scheme to be reducible to an association scheme with
m — 1 associate classes. Hence it follows that Nm^Nm_ί9 m^3.

Incidentally, it is clear from (7.1) and (7.2) that this statement is also shown
by combining other two consecutive associate classes. Moreover, it is useful to
note that Nm^Nm_l+ί holds, by combining / consecutive associate classes in the
Nm type association scheme for /=2, 3,..., m — 1. This note is described in
Raghavarao [42].

REMARK. The Nm type association scheme was called a hierarchical group
divisible association scheme with m associate classes (shortly, a HGDm type
association scheme) by Roy [48]. That is, the parameters of the HGDW type
association scheme expressed in a slightly different form can be identified with
the parameters of the Nm type association scheme by renaming the different
associates suitably.

8. Orthogonal Latin square type of association schemes

Following Yamamoto, Fujii and Hamada [61], suppose that there are
v = k2 treatments indexed by 1, 2,..., k2 and they are set forth in a square 93
so that the {(i — l)fc +./}th treatment lies in thejth column of the ith row. Suppose,
further, there are r — 2 mutually orthogonal Latin squares, 233, 934,..., 95r, of
order fc(rgfc+l). Among these treatments, an association called an OL?
type association scheme (or an orthogonal Latin square type association scheme
with m associate classes), satisfying three conditions of the association scheme
with m associate classes, is defined as follows:

DEFINITION: Two treatments α and β are 1st associates if they occur in the
same row, 2nd associates if they occur in the same column, and ith associates if
they correspond to the same letter of ith Latin square Sf (i = 3,4,..., r). Other-
wise they are (r+l)st associates. Each treatment is the Oth associate of itself.
Note that if r = fc+l, there is no pair of treatments which are neither 1st, 2nd,...,
nor rth associates. The number of associate classes is therefore m=min(r+l,

fc + 1).
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Then we have the following association matrices :

(8.1)
A0=I09 i = FiF

f

i-IV9

A +i = Gv-

= l, 2,..., r,

where X0, A, and Ar+l are Oth, ϊth and, if r^fc, (r + l)st association matrices,

respectively. Furthermore, F1 is a v x k incidence matrix for treatments vs.

rows, F2 is a v x /c incidence matrix for treatments vs. columns and Ff are i? x k

incidence matrices for treatments vs. letters of the ith Latin squares (i = 3, 4,..., r)

which satisfy the following relations :

Fi=Ik® Ekxί, F2 = E f cχ ! ® /Λ,

F' F; = Gfe (i^ji i,j = 1,2,..., r).

The parameters of this association scheme are known to be

v = /c2, HO = 1, n x = n2 = ••• = nr =

if r^fc, n r + 1 =(/c-l)(/c-r+l),

j ί j 2 \

— 1,

(8.2) Λ = \\plj

\k-2

of order r+1, for / = !, 2,..., r;

_ II nr+l II —
- ~ <(r-l)

t- i )x 1

Ol*(,-H

~ r +

1 (k-r)ErX1

—2

of order r+1, forj1,72 = l, 2,..., r + l if r=k + ί,

(8.3) Λ-II^JI
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k-2

Ei x ( i - l )

r-i-l) i J

O l x ( r - i )

£lx(r-ί- l ) 0

of order r, for ί, 7*1,72=1? 2,..., r.

We shall now show that OD?^.OL™~1 for a positive integer m^4 and, in
particular, m^3 when r = /c+l. This is shown by separating into two cases.

Case (I) when r ̂  k. Then m = r +1. It follows from (8.2) that

Σ Pΐr=, Σ
ι,j=m-l ι,j=m—l

Σ nm-l _ V i
Pn — 2- .1

i=m-l i=m-l

nΦΓ1 = n^

for/ = l, 2,..., w-

1 =/>?; for/,7 = 1, 2,...,m-2,

which are a necessary and sufficient condition (i.e., generalized Vartak's condition)
for an OLy type association scheme with m — r -f 1 associate classes to be reducible
to an association scheme with m — 1 associate classes. Furthermore, since we

have from (8.1)

m-2

^m-l^^m = ^υ~~" Σ ^i?
i=0

it is clear from the combination of (m — l)st and mth associate classes that OL™^
OL?'1 for m^4 when rg/c.

Note that when m = 3, i.e., r=2, an OL^ type association scheme is reducible
to an Lr type association scheme [10] with two associate classes by combining
1st and 2nd associate classes.

Case (II) when r = /c+l, i.e., the case in which there exists a complete set of
mutually orthogonal Latin squares of order k. Then m = r. From (8.3) and the
same argument as in Case (I), by combining (m — l)st and mth associate classes
we can show that OLy^OL?'1 when r = /c+l. In this case, r = fe+l and fe^2
lead to m^3.

REMARK. It is known (cf. [61]) that for rg/c, OL?^Lr holds by com-
bining 1st, 2nd,..., and m — 1 =rth associate classes.
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9. Factorial type of association schemes

Following Yamamoto, Fujii and Hamada [61], suppose that there are vp =
Sp treatments φ(a1, α2,..., αp) indexed by p-tuples (αl5α2,..., αp) where

αf = l, 2,..., 5f (^2) for j = l, 2,..., p. Among these treatments, we can define
the following association called an Fp type association scheme satisfying three
conditions of an association scheme with 2^ — 1 associate classes, which is also
called an extended group divisible association by Hinkelmann [16] and
Hinkelmann and Kempthorne [17]:

DEFINITION: Two treatments φ(α1,α2,..., αp) and φ(βί9 β2,..., βp) are
(εl5ε2,...,εp)th associates if [ε(α1-^1),ε(α2-jS2),..., ε(αp-jβp)]=(ε1,ε2,..., εp).
Each treatment is the (0,0,..., 0)th associate of itself.

After numbering vp treatments lexicographical order, we can express (ε1?

ε2,..., εp)th association matrices as

(9.1) ^βlβr .βp = Λε ι ® Λ2 ® ® AEp ,

where

εt =0 or 1, / = 1, 2,...,p,

i.e., Aε. are the association matrices of an association scheme with one associate
class (e.g., a BIB design). Similarly, we can give the matrix representation of

parameters pl

jk as follows:

(Q J\ p — II nei£2-£p|| — p(l) ^
(y.έ) rειε2"'ZP ~~ \\Plil2 \\ ~ Γ*ι *

for / 1 5 /2=0, 1,...,2"-1, where

1 0

0 si-:

0 1

1 s;-:

Si=0 or 1, i = 1, 2,...,jp,

i.e., P )̂0 and P[l) are the matrix representations of parameters p* fc of an associa-
tion scheme with one associate class (e.g., a BIB design).

Consider first an F3 type association scheme of v3 =5^53 treatments. Then,

letting sx =uί and s2s3 =u2, we have from (9.1) and v3 =s1s2s3 =ulu2

^000 ==: ^SlS2«3 == ^"1M2 '

(9.3) (GS2S3-/S2S3) = /„,
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II = (GSί-ISl) ® (GS2S3-IS2S3)

= (GUί-Itll)®(GU2-IU2).

It is clear that the matrices in (9.3) are the association matrices of an F2 type
association scheme of uiu2 treatments. Furthermore, we can show that by
combining (0, 0, l)th, (0, 1, 0)th and (0, 1, l)th associate classes, and combining

(1,0, l)th, (1, l,0)th and (1, 1, l)th associate classes, a necessary and sufficient

condition for an F3 type association scheme with seven associate classes to be re-

ducible to an F2 type association scheme with three associate classes is satisfied.
It holds that F3 2 F2.

Moreover, it follows from the definition of the association and Lemma 2.1

that an F2 type association scheme (or a rectangular association scheme) of 5xs2

treatments is (i) automatically reducible to an N2 type association scheme (i.e.,

F2 3 N2) and is (ii) also reducible to an L2 association scheme with two associate

classes provided st = s2 (i.e., F2Ξ>L2, if Si =s2). Since these reduced association
schemes are different from a series of Fp type association schemes in the strict
sense, we will consider an Fp type association scheme for p^2.

Next, we shall show that Fp^.Fp_ι for a positive integer p^3.

In the association matrices (9.1) of an Fp type association scheme, consider
the following form :

2 εp-2 1 0

= Aει ® Aε2 ®'"®Aεp_2 ® (GSp_lSp-ISp_ίSp)

for all 2p~2 possible combinations of ε1? ε2,..., and βp_2. Let sί=ul9 s2 =

M2,..., Sp-2=up_2 and sp^1sp = w p _ 1 . Then (9.1) and (9.4) imply that we can

obtain the association matrices of an Fp_1 type association scheme of υp=s1s2...
sp=ulu2...up-.ί treatments by combining three associate classes, (εl5ε2,..., εp_2,

0, l)th, (ε1? ε2,..., εp_2, 1, 0)th and (ε1? ε2,..., εp_2, 1, l)th, in the Fp type associa-

tion scheme for all 2P~2 possible combinations of ε l 5 ε2,..., and εp_2. Further-
more, we have from (9.2)

p(2) fo...fo p(P-2) /ox p(p-l) /ov p(p)
^ε2 ^9 ^ y - * f i p - 2 ^ * I ^ " 0 »

) P ( 2 ) 6δ 6d pίP-2) fo p(P-l) 6?> p(P)
^«2 *& ^ ΓεP-2 ^ * I ™ "l

Since
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(p-l)

0

1

0

,0

0

0

1

^ o

ί°
0

0

1
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»P-2

0

0

0

0

0
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0

0
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0 0

0 0

o v-i-i

Vl-l (Vl-l)(,p-2)

1 0

0 vp-l

Vp-ι-2 0

0 (Vι-2)(t>,-l),

0 1

1 vp-2

0 Vi""2

,, , _2 f f ? , -2Vw -2^

it is clear that the following relations hold:

V n10 — V~

t=l
(9.6)

Therefore, from (9.6) and a part of the same matrix representation P

•• ®Pi*lV in (9-5), it follows that an Fp type association scheme is reducible to
an Fp_! type association scheme by combining three associate classes, (ε1? ε2,...,
εp_2,0, l)th, (ε l5ε2,...,εp_2, l,0)th and (εlvε2,..., εp_2, 1, l)th, for all 2*~2

possible combinations of ε l5 ε2..., and εp_2, i.e., Fp^Fp^ί for p^3.

REMARK. As a special case of an Fp type association scheme, we have a
hypercubic type of association schemes (cf. [34; 46; 61]). That is, suppose that
there are vp=sp treatments 0(α1,α2,..., αp) indexed by p-tuples (α1? α2,..., αp),
(α—1, 2,..., s; ί = l, 2,..., p). Among these treatments, an association called a
Cp type association scheme (or a p-dimensional hypercubic association scheme)
is defined as follows :

DEFINITION: Two treatments 0(al9a2,..., αp) and φ(βί9 β2,-> > βp) are ith
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associates if and only if Σ ε(αfc — βk) = i. Each treatment is the Oth associate of
k=l

itself.
Then it follows from the definition of the association that Fp^Cp provided

Sl =52 = ... =Sp ( = 5, say). In this case, the association matrices of a Cp type

association scheme of v=sp treatments can be expressed as follows:

(P)

Q = Σ Aει®AE2®'. ®Aεp9ει+ε2+"'+εp=i

i = 0, 1, 2,...,p,

where Aει are given in (9.1).
If a Cp type association scheme of v=sp treatments is reducible to a Cl type

association scheme of v = tl treatments for I<p9 then we have first sp = tl and then
s=ntl and t=npί for a positive integer n, where (p, /)=α, p—p^ 1 = 1^ and

(P) (/ )

G>ι»Ί) = l Thus, the association matrices Ct and Ct are, respectively, Kro-
necker product representations of the matrices of order s = nlί and t = npl. These
patterns of association matrices may imply that a Cp type association scheme is
not reducible to a Ct type association scheme for p> 1^.2 (for brevity, Cp$Q).
Practically, we can show that C3$C2; C4$C3, C2; C5$C4, C3, C2 and CP1$
CP2 for many other prescribed integers p1 and p2 such that pί>p2'^ 2. Incidental-
ly, it is conjectured [28] that a necessary and sufficient condition for a Cp type
association scheme of v =sp treatments to be reducible is that s =2, 3 or 4. Indeed,
this conjecture holds for /? = 3, 4 and 5.

10. Other types of association schemes

We shall deal with the known types of two association schemes with four
associate classes and of two instructive association schemes with m associate
classes.

10.1. An m-assocίate cyclical type of association schemes defined by
Nandi and Adhikary [39], which is a generalization of a cyclic type association
scheme with two associate classes defined by Bose and Shimamoto [10]. For the
definition of this association scheme refer to Nandi and Adhikary [39] for details.
Since this association scheme includes an Nm type association scheme as a special
case, it is clear from an argument in the Nm type association scheme of Section 7
that an m-associate cyclical type of association schemes is reducible to an (m — 1)-
associate cyclical type of association schemes, after renumbering the associates.

10.2. A generalized right angular association scheme with four associate
classes of v=pls treatments introduced by Tharthare [57], which leads to a right
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angular association scheme [56] provided p=2. That is, suppose that there are

v =pls treatments denoted by (α, jS, y) for α = l, 2,..., /; /? = !, 2,..., p; y = l, 2,..., s.

For the treatment (α, β, y), 1st associates of it are those that differ in the third posi-
tion; 2nd associates are those that differ in the second position while being the

same or different in the third position; 3rd associates are those that have the same

second position, a different first position, and the same or different third position;
the others are 4th associates. Each treatment is the Oth associate of itself. The

parameters of this association scheme are as follows:

v = pis, n^ — s— 1, n2=s(p—l),

n 3=5(/-l), n4 = s(/-iχp-l),

s-2

\\Plj\\ =

0

Sym.

0

0

*(/-!)

0

0

0

\\Pij\\ =

0 j-1

j(/>-2)

Sym.

0

0

0

0

0

\\Pfj\\ =

0 0

0

Sym.

,5-1

0

s(l-2)

0

s(p-l)

0

\\pfj\\ =

0

0

Sym.

0

s

0

s-l

s(p-V

for /, p, s^2.
It is useful to note that as shown in Section 6, an F3 type association scheme

is reducible to the generalized right angular association scheme by combining
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three pairs of associate classes, the 2nd and 3rd, the 4th and 5th, and the 6th and
7th, referring to the matrix representations of the pl

jk's of Design (I) in Section 3.
It follows from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 and the structure of an Nm type association
scheme for m =2 and 3 that all the cases of reductions are as follows:

(1) By combining 2nd and 4th associate classes, or combining 3rd and 4th
associate classes, it is reducible to an JV3 type association scheme.

(2) By combining 2nd and 3rd associate classes, it is reducible to an associa-
tion scheme with three associate classes if and only if / —p.

(3) By combining 2nd, 3rd and 4th associate classes, or combining two pairs
of associate classes, the 1st and 2nd, and the 3rd and 4th, or similarly combining
the 1st and 3rd, and the 2nd and 4th, it is reducible to an N2 type association
scheme.

(4) By combining 1st and 4th associate classes, and combining 2nd and 3rd
associate classes, it is reducible to an N2 type association scheme if and only if

Note that the above cases (1) and (3) are stated in Tharthare [57] by the form
of a generalized right angular design. The reduced association scheme in Case
(2) may correspond to the association scheme matching a 3-associate PBIB design
given by Nair [36] as follows :

Let v=p2s. Assume them to be arranged as a three-dimensional lattice of
points, p along x- and y-axes and s along z-axis. If the blocks are formed con-
sisting of all treatments represented by points lying in planes parallel to the xz
or yz coordinate planes, we get a PBIB design with three associate classes. Its
parameters are given by

v = p2s9 k = ps, r = 2, b = 2p,

λ, =2, λ2 = 1, A3 = 0,

n 1 = s - l , n2=2s(p-l), n3=s(p-l)2,

\\ph\\ =

\\P2j\\ =

s-2 0 0

0 2s(p-l) 0

0 0 s(p-l)2)

0 s-l 0

s-l s(p-2) s(p-l)

0 s(p-l) s(p-i)(p-2)
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\\Pij\\ = o

o

2s

s-l

2s(p-2)

(s-l 2s(p-2) s(p-2)

The parameters of this association scheme coincide with those of the reduced
association schemes of Nos. 30, 33 and 34 in Table, after renaming the as-
sociates.

10.3. A rectangular lattice type association scheme with four associate
classes of v=s(s — 1) treatments, which, though inherent in Nair's definition [37]
as a simple rectangular lattice design, was explicitly introduced by Ishii and
Ogawa [20] as an association scheme as follows:

Suppose that there are v=s(s — 1) treatments represented by the ordered
pairs of two integers out of the set (l,2,...,s). That is, the s(s — 1) positions
excluding the principal diagonal of an s x s square are filled by different treat-
ments. Among these treatments, the association is defined as follows:

DEFINITION: For a treatment in (ij) cell, 1st associates of it are the treat-
ments in the ith row or in the jth column, 2nd associates are the treatments in the
ϊth column or in the jih row (excluding the treatment in (j, i) cell). The 3rd
associates are the treatments in the rows and columns excluding the f, jih rows

and columns, 4th associate is the treatment in the (j, /) cell. Each treatment is
the Oth associate of itself.

The parameters of this association scheme are given by

v = s(s-l), H! =2(s-2),

n2 = 2(5-2), n3 = (s-2)(s-3), n4 = 1,

(s-3 1 s-3 01

s-3 s-3 I

Sym. (s-3)(s-4) 0

0 J

\\Plj\\ =

\\pfj\\ =

1 j-3

1

Sym.

s-3 I

s-3 0

(J_3)(J_4) o

O x
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\\Pb\\ =
2

Sym.

0

0

-5) 1

0

9

0 0

0 0

>)(,y-3) 0

0

Sym.

for s^4.

It follows from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 that all the cases of reductions are as
follows:

(1) By combining 1st and 2nd associate classes, it is reducible to an associa-
tion scheme of three associate classes.

(2) By combining 1st, 2nd and 3rd associate classes, it is reducible to an as-
sociation scheme of two associate classes.

(3) By combining 1st and 2nd associate classes, and combining 3rd and 4th
associate classes, it is reducible to an ΛΓ2 type association scheme if and only if

s=4.

REMARK. The reduced association schemes in the above cases (I) and (2)
may not correspond to any of the known association schemes. Association
schemes of Cases (2) and (3) can be also derived from further reductions of the
reduced association scheme of Case (1). Incidentally, by renaming the associates,
the parameters of the reduced association schemes in Cases (1) and (2) are respec-
tively

v = s(s — 1), H! = 4(s —2), n2 = (s — 2)(s — 3), n3 = 1,

\\Ph\\ =

\\pfj\\ =

'2(3-2)

2(s-3)

1

8

4(ί-4)

. 0

2(ί-3)

(5-3)(ί-4)

0

4O-4)

(j-4)(*-5)

1

1

0

0

0

1

0
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\\pij\\ =

(4(^-2)

0

0 0

I o

υ = s(s— 1), n1 =

s2 — s — 4

(s-2)(s-3) 0

0 0 J

\\Pb\\ =
1 0

\Pb\\ =
s2-s-2 0

0 0

From the octahedron in the following figure, we get a design (cf. [10]) by

considering the faces as blocks and points as treatments, having the blocks,

(1,2, 3), (1, 2,6), (1, 3, 5), (1, 5, 6), (2, 3,4), (2,4, 6), (3,4, 5) and (4, 5,6).

Through the treatment-block incidence of this design, we obtain a PBIB design

with the following parameters:

v = 6, 6 = 8, r = 4, k = 3,

λ, =2, A2 = 0,

HI =4, n2 = 1,

( 2 1

1 0

4 0

0 0

This corresponds to a special case of the above case (2) when s = 3.

10.4. As another familiar association, there is a Tm type association scheme
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block (BB) design having respect to a PBB design in a combinatorial sense.

12. BB designs and PBB designs

Consider v treatments arranged in b blocks in a block design with incidence
matrix JV = ||nί7 ||, where n/7 denotes the number of experimental units in the jth
block getting the fth treatment. If n^ = l or 0, the design is called a binary
design we deal with only binary designs in Part III. The zth treatment is replicat-
ed r; times (i = l,2,..., υ) and the th block is of size kj (7 = 1,2,..., b). Let 7}
be the total yield for the ith treatment and Bj that for the jth block (i = 1,2,..., v
7 = 1,2,..., b). On writing T=(7\,..., Tv) and β'=(£1?..., Bb) in matrix notation,
the normal equations (cf. [12; 31]) for estimating the vector of treatment effects
t can be written under the usual assumptions as

Q = cί,

where \ is the estimate of f,

and

(12.1) C=diag{r1,...,rJ

The matrix C defined in (12.1) is well known as the C-matrix of the incomplete
block design and is very useful in the theory of incomplete block designs.

Since each row (or column) of C adds up to zero, the rank of C is at most

v— 1, and (ιΓ2, t;~2,..., t;~i) is the latent vector corresponding to the zero
root. If the rank of C is v— 1, the design is said to be connected (cf. Bose [6]).
Throughout Part III we shall deal with only connected designs.

DEFINITION (cf. Rao [47]): A block design is said to be balanced if every
elementary contrast is estimated with the same variance.

Rao [47] has shown that a necessary and sufficient condition for a block
design to be balanced is that the C-matrix has v-\ equal latent roots other than
zero. In this case, since

' P 0
P

C = L'
o P

0

for an orthogonal matrix
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is \of vm=l j treatments (or a triangular type association scheme with m associate

classes). Suppose that there are vm=( s j treatments φ(aί9 α2,..., αm) indexed by

the subsets of m integers (αl5 α2,..., αm) out of the set of s integers (1, 2,..., s).
Among these treatments, the association is defined as follows:

DEFINITION: Two treatments 0(αl5α2,..., am) and φ(βί9 β2,. , βm) are ίth
associates if their indices (αl5 α2,..., αm) and (/?15 /?2,..., βm) nave m~ί integers in
common. Each treatment is the Oth associate of itself.

Since this association scheme is well-defined for a positive integer m such that
2 ̂  m ̂  5/2, we can show that

for /<m

under this restriction. It follows therefore that Tm^Tt for positive integers m
and / such that m>/>2.

11. Remarks

As mentioned in Sections 7, 8, 9 and 10, we can discuss without difficult
the reductions of the number of associate classes by use of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2
provided that the integral values of parameters pl

jk in an association scheme are
explicitly known or the patterns of pl

jk are concretely known. Then, when there
are association schemes described in this part, the reducibilities of the number of
associate classes for PBIB designs based on the association schemes have only to
check the coincidence numbers λt of the PBIB designs from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2.
For example, though we have F3 3 F2 as shown in Section 9, the PBIB design (I)
with the F3 type association scheme in Section 3 is not reducible to a PBIB design
with the F2 type association scheme, since relations λ\ =λ'2 =λ'3 and λ'5 =λ'6 — λ'Ί
do not hold.

Part III. Combinatorial properties of a balanced or partially
balanced block design

We dealt with incomplete block designs with the equi-replications and the
equal block sizes in Part I. From a practical point of view, it may not be possible
to design equi-size blocks accommodating the equi-replications of each treatment
in all the blocks. We shall, here, deal with the block designs with unequal block
sizes and/or different replications. Before considering a partially balanced block
(PBB) design generalized a PBIB design in a sense, we shall discuss a balanced
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we can write as

(12.2)

L =

C = p ( / r ~ < τ y ,

where p=(n — b)/(v — 1) and n = Σ ?i = Σ fc/
ΐ=ι y=ι

Thus, a balanced block (BB) design is given by an incidence matrix N
satisfying

(12.3)

where p=(Σ ^
i==l

Note that a BIB design is a special case of BB designs.
Following Ishii and Ogawa [20], suppose that the association matrices A0,

Al9..., Am are defined as mentioned in Section 1. Furthermore, A\, z=0, l,...,m,
rank,4jf =αt are the mutually orthogonal idempotents of the association algebra

DEFINITION : A block design is said to be partially balanced with m associate

classes if the C=Dr — ND^ 1W matrix of the design has the latent roots 0, pl9 p2>»»>
pm with multiplicities 1, α l 9 α2,..., αm and the linear space spanned by the latent
vectors corresponding to a root pt is equal to the linear space spanned by the
column vectors of A\, i = l, 2,..., m (by a suitable change of order of p^, where

Dr=diag{r l9 r2,...,rj and /V =diag{/cl1, fc^1,..., /c^1} in (12.1).

In this case there exists an orthogonal matrix L such that

C = L'

Pi

0

Pi
0

where L^ are of order υ x αf and each column of Lf is the independent latent vectors
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corresponding to ρh i = 1, 2,..., m,

and LfLj are the projection operators to the linear space spanned by Lt. Then

LιL't = Xf .

Hence

(12.4) C=p1L1L'1+p2L2L'2 + -+pmLmL'm

Thus, a partially balanced block (PBB) design with m associate classes is given by
an incidence matrix N satisfying

(12.5) C=diag{r1,r2,...,r t,}-JVdiag{fcT',/C21,...,/c;1}N'

Furthermore, from relation (1.7), (12.4) can be written as

(12.6) C

where

(12.7) a0=(±r,-b)lυ
i=l

and

(12.8) «ί^0, ί = l,2,...,m.

For, from a comparison of diagonal elements in both sides of (12.6) we have
(12.7). Furthermore, from a comparison of off-diagonal elements and aβ

Λi = l
or 0, we have (12.8).
Explicitly,

Pi = a0 + aίzn + a2zi2 + ~+amzim, i =0, 1, 2,..., m

with Po=0> or

ai = pΐz
ίi+p2z

i2 + .'.+pmzim, i =0, l,...,m

where ||z^|| =Z -1 for Z = ||zv|| in (1.6).
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For a PBIB design N with m associate classes we have from Lemma A

NN' =rkAl+PlA\ + .. +pmAl

and

Iv = A*0 + A\+ +A*m.

Then

Thus, a PBIB design is a special case of PBB designs.

Finally, though the incomplete block designs satisfying l^r^b and 1^
kj^v are generally considered, we will not deal with the three cases in which rf =
b, r, = l and k~l for all i = l, 2,..., v ; j = l, 2,..., fe throughout Part III.

13. Properties of BB designs and PBB designs

From a structural point of view in a BB design or a PBB design we have the
followings :

THEOREM 13.1. A BB design with a constant block size is a BIB design.

PROOF. In this case, for a BB design N = | |n f</ || we have from (12.3)

Hence from comparisons of diagonal elements or off-diagonal elements in the
above both sides

r, _ bk-b({ 1 \ j 2rί ΊE ί^rv "try* '-i.^.-. »,
and

1 - bk~b
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for all /, j (zVJ) = l, 2,..., v, which lead respectively to

m n r - b(υ-\)k(k-\) 1 2(13.1) / ; -- φ^Γ) - ' '-1.2,..., i? ,

and

for all i,j (ίV/) = l, 2,..., y. Therefore, from Section 1 (13.1) and (13.2) imply
that a BB design N with a constant block size, /c, is a BIB design. This result
was essentially derived in Ishii [19] and Rao [47].

THEOREM 13.2. A PBB design with a constant block size based on an
association scheme of m associate classes is a PBIB design based on the same
association scheme.

PROOF. As shown in Section 12, for a PBB design N = ||nί<7 || in this case,
we have

(13.3)

Hence from a property of the association matrices described in Section 1 we obtain
after a comparison of diagonal elements in (13.3)

ri--ηj~ = ao f o r a l l / = l , 2,..., v,

which imply that the replication of each treatment is a constant. Furthermore,
from a comparison of off-diagonal elements in (13.3) we obtain

ΣnuHji = -kap, for all ίj (i^j) = 1, 2,..., v

provided the ith and jth treatments are pth associates (p = l,2,..., m). Setting
λp = — kap shows that a PBB design N with a constant block size, fc, based on an
association scheme of m associate classes is a PBIB design based on the same
association scheme having the coincidence numbers λp (p = l, 2,..., m).

As another property in a BB design, Bhaskararao [4] showed that an equi-
replicate BB design with b=v is a symmetrical BIB design. The proposition to
hold for a PBB design corresponding to Bhaskararao's result does not hold. In
fact, there exists a PBB design with v = b=6, r = 3, /Cy=2, 3 or 6 based on the F2
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type association scheme of v=2x3 treatments which will be seen in Example
18.6.

14. Construction of BB designs

We begin by describing trivial methods of constructing a BB design.

THEOREM 14.1.* // Nt are BB designs with a common treatment number
for z = l, 2,..., /, then juxtaposition of its designs

is a BB design.
Proof is given by the fact that the C-matrix of N is equal to the sum of C-

matrices of Ni9i = l,2,..., I. Simple examples are made when Nt are BIB designs
with a common treatment number and different block sizes. Furthermore, in
this case cyclic solutions of BB designs N are obtainable through more than one
initial block (i.e., difference set). For example, juxtaposition [^N1 : JVf] of a BIB
design Nί9 with parameters v, b, r, fe, λ andv^2k, generated by some initial blocks
and its complement JV?. For difference sets generating BIB designs with the
parameters of practically useful range, we refer to Takeuchi [55], Sillitto [53],
Clat worthy and Lewyckyj [13] and Kageyama [25].

COROLLARY 14.2. When N is a BB design,

[JV:/J and [N:EP X 1]

are BB designs.

COROLLARY 14.3. When N and N^ are BB designs in 7V = [ΛΓ

1 : N2], N2 is
a BB design provided N2 is connected.

THEOREM 14.4 (cf. [20]). Suppose that there are I PBB designs Nt (t =
1,2,..., /) based on the same association scheme of m associate classes, whose
C-matrices are given as

c2 =

*) After writing this paper we came to know that Theorem 14.1 was shown in a different
expression by A. Hedayat and W. T. Federer (Pairwise and variance balanced incomplete
block designs. To appear in Ann. Inst. Statist. Math.).
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if

(14.1) p =p{ 1 ) + pί2) + -+p{/) for all ι = l, 2,..., w,

juxtaposition of its PBB designs N = [_Nί: N2: : NJ is α BB design.
Proof is similar to that of Theorem 14.1 and hence omitted here. An example

of this theorem is shown in Ishii and Ogawa [20] by use of PBB designs based
on an N2 type association scheme.

COROLLARY 14.5. When Nt in Theorem 14.4 are PBIB designs with replica-
tions r(ί), block sizes /c(ί) and coincidence numbers λ^ for ί = l, 2,..., /; i = l,
2,..., m, condition (14.1) can be replaced by a condition such that

(14.2) _ + _ _ + ... + _ _ = constant

for all ί = l, 2,..., m.

PROOF. First, we shall show that condition (14.1) is equivalent to

Λm Λ[2] nw
(14.3) - T Γ + ^Γ + - + -ίo- = constant (= α, say)

for all ί = l, 2,..., m, where pξί] are latent roots of NtN't for PBIB designs JV f

for ί = l, 2,..., I; i = l, 2,...,m.
From Lemma A in Section 1, we have

- + pίf ]^ίi .

Then the C-matrices of ./V, are

for ί = l, 2,..., /. Hence, the above implies that (14.1) is equivalent to (14.3).
Next, we shall show that condition (14.2) is equivalent to condition (14.3).

From Lemma A we have

, ' = 1, 2,..., /; / = 0, 1,..., m .

As a matrix notation, we obtain
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p[

0'
] pψ

where Z = ||zlV|| is given in (1.6). Then we can have

[ / nltl i nlύ l nit] -]
v Po v Pi v Pm
& k^ ' r=i* ( 0 '"" t=i k^\

[ l r(t) i ;(ί) / ;(ί)
V ' ' V Λι V Λm
A Λ ω ' h k^ "•" A *c>

Hence it clearly follows from (1.4) that condition (14.2) implies condition (14.3).
/

Conversely, assume that condition (14.3) holds. Then, letting β=
ί

and xt = \ we have from (14.4)

In this case, it is sufficient to show that xl =x2 = •

From (1.4) we now obtain

• =xm and hence (14.2) holds.

(14.5)

Since the matrix Z is nonsingular as seen in Section 1, it follows that the determi-

nant

Z 1 2 ~ Z 2 2 >

? z lm"~ z

Therefore from (14.5) we obtain
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xi — X2 — •" — xm

Thus, we have the required result.
Note that in Corollary 14.5 condition (14.2) can be replaced by condition

(14.3).

COROLLARY 14.6. Suppose that there exists an association scheme of m

associate classes with parameters υ, nί9 pl

jk9 whose association matrices are

AQ,Aι,...9 and Am. If

nι Dι. .
-¥0- + -̂ - = constant for all / = 1, 2,..., m ,

then [_At: Aj] is a BB design.
For, the association matrices are symmetrical PBIB designs with the same

association scheme and hence from (1.1) we obtain the result.

REMARK. Considering a mixed type of a linear combination and juxtaposi-
tion of association matrices, Kageyama [29] has constructed a series of BIB

designs under some restrictions. The method used in them may lead to the various
BB designs under some restrictions, but they are omitted here.

THEOREM 14.7. // i>=(ί;+l)/2, then the following matrix is a BB design
with parameters v'=v + 2, b'=b + v+ 1, r'i=v+l or b + l,k'j=2 or υ+l (ί =

^ixb i O i χ t >

O l x ί, £ l x υ

For, we have the C-matrix of N as

( bυ I
υ + l f 2 '

1
2 '

b
υ + l '

b
( υ + l '

1 b b ]
2 ' υ+l ' ' t + 1

Ό I I I
2 + 2 ' 2 ''"' 2

1
2 '

/ 1 \ b

I
2 ' J
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THEOREM 14.8. // there are a BIB design N1 with parameters v, b, r, fc, λ
v b'

and a BB design N2 with parameters v, b', rh kh n= Σ r/= Σ k.-for positive
i=ί 7=1

integers I and m such that

m _ v(υ—\)(r — λ)
I (n-b')(k+\y

then there exists a BB design N with parameters v*=v+l, b* = lb + mb'9 rf =
Ib or Ir + mrί9 k*. = k + l or k :

\Ni N2 -. i N2

I times m times

PROOF. The C-matrix of N is given by

Ib Ir Ir

C =

Ib- k + \

Ir

k + \ '•"' k + l

Ir

(14.6)

and

(14.7)

Ir = _ Iλ _ mp
k+l k+l v

where D f 2=diag{r l 5 r2,..., rυ} and Dkl =diag {^T1, fcj1,..., ^b'1}. Then N is a
BB design, if and only if

where p=(n- b')/(v-l).
Since / and m should be chosen so that both the above equations are satisfied

simultaneously, we have

m/1 = v(υ-l)(r-λ)l(n-b')(k+l)

which is actually derived from (14.6), but it satisfies (14.7). Hence the theorem
follows.
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Note that when N2 is a BIB design, Theorem 14.8 leads to the result of the
binary type of Theorem 2.1 in Kulshreshtha, Dey and Saha [33]. When / = m = 1,
we have

COROLLARY 14.9. If there are a BIB design Nl with parameters v9 b, r, k9
v b'

λ and a BB design N2 with parameters v, b', ri9 kj9 n= Σ rι= Σ &/ sucn that
i= 1 j= 1

(14.8) n-b' = ι<ι?-iχr-λ)/(fc+l),

then the following matrix is a BB design with parameters υ*=v+l, b*=b + b'9
rf, =b or r + r/5 kj> =kj or /c+1:

N

EXAMPLE 14.1. Consider a BIB design with parameters v = 59 fe
fc=2, λ = l of the unreduced type and the following BB design with υ
and n=32:

= 10, r=4,
= 59 br — \2

1

2

3

4

5

*J

1

1

1

0

0

0

2

2

1

0

1

0

0

2

3

1

0

0

1

0

2

4 5

1 0

0 1

0 1

0 1

1 1

2 4

6

0

1

1

1

1

4

7

1

0

1

1

1

4

8

1

0

1

1

1

4

9 10

0 0

1 1

1 0

0 1

0 0

2 2

11

0

1

0

0

1

2

12

1

1

0

0

0

2

?ι

1

1

6

6

6

32

-5(/s—L

Then these two designs satisfy condition (14.8) and hence Corollary 14.9 yields a
BB design with parameters υ = 6, b=22, rf = 10 or 11, /ί,=2, 3 or 4 (i = l,2,..., 6;
j = 1,2,.. .,22).

COROLLARY 14.10. // there exists a BB design N with parameters v, b, ri9
v b

k} and n= Σ r»= Σ &/ swc/ι ί/iαί ι;(t;—l)=2(n —fc), ί/ien ί/ie following matrix
J i=l y=l

is a BB design with parameters v'=v+l, b'=v + b9 r0=v9 r f+l, k0=29 kj for

ί = l, 2,...,.ι;;7 = l, 2,..., fo:

N
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Note that when N is a BIB design, Corollary 14.10 leads to the result of
John [21].

EXAMPLE 14.2. Consider a BB design with parameters v = 5, ft =6 and
n = 16 satisfying v(υ— l)=2(/ι — 6), which is constructed by the first six columns
(blocks) in the BB design of Example 14.1, i.e.,

1

2

3

4

5

kj

I

1

1

0

0

0

2

2

1

0

1

0

0

2

3

1

0

0

1

0

2

4

1

0

0

0

1

2

5

0

1

1

1

1

4

6

0

1

1

1

1

4

ft

4

3

3

3

3

16

Then Corollary 14.10 yields a BB design with parameters v = 6, 6 = 11, rt=4 or
5, / c y = 2 o r 4 ( i = l,2,...,6;; = l,2,...,ll).

Note that Theorem 14.8, Corollaries 14.9 and 14.10 imply the method of
constructing a BB design with v +1 treatments from a BB design with υ treatments.
If we have Iv or Evxb as a BIB design N1 in Theorem 14.8, then it seems that a
BB design with υ treatments can be extended to a BB design with v+1 treatments
when and only when Theorem 14.8, Corollaries 14.9 or 14.10 hold.

Pairwise balanced designs of index λ, introduced by Bose and Shrikhande
[11] for constructing counterexamples to Euler's conjecture, may lead to BB
designs, which are constructed by the juxtaposition of BIB designs with a common
treatment number and different block sizes, and which are obtained by omitting
some treatments in BIB designs. However, the BB designs so obtained may be
included in Theorem 14.1.

Note that the complement of a BB design is generally not a BB design and
that Corollary 14.10 also implies a method of constructing a BIB design with
v'=v+l and k' =2 of the unreduced type from a BIB design with v*=v and
k*=2 of the unreduced type. Incidentally, from Theorems 13.1 and 14.8 the
following BIB design is constructed. That is, if there are two BIB designs,
respectively, with parameters v, 6, r, /c, λ and with parameters v, 6', r', k' =
k-t-1, λ', then for positive integers / and m such that (r — λ)/λ'=m/l9 there
exists a BIB design with parameters υ*=υ+l, b* = lb + mb', r* = /6, k*=k+l
and λ* = /r.

Finally, we will review the construction of a BB design from a structural point
of view. As stated in Section 12, a block design is balanced, if and only if C is
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of the form

where x and y are two constants. Then from (12.3) a BB design N = \\HIJ\\ with
parameters v9 b, rf and kj is given if

(14.9) 'ί--r0- + + - + -T4- = constant ,
V KI K>2 *

for all ι = l, 2,..., i; and

(14.1.0) -̂ i- + ̂ gUL + ... + _»*. = constant ,
/Cj AC2 /Cf,

for all i,j(i^j) = l929...,v. Empirically, if condition (14.10) is satisfied, then
condition (14.9) is often satisfied automatically.

Consider an equireplicate BB design N with / kinds of block sizes. By
permuting the blocks, we can write N as

where the blocks of Np are of size kp (p = l, 2,..., /). Denote by λ\p) the number
of blocks containing the ith and jih treatments together in Np and λ^—r^ for
jp = l, 2,..., /. Then from (14.9) and (14.10) there exists an equireplicate BB
design JV, if and only if

3(1) 5(2) ;(/)

T- + Ί̂  + " + ̂
κl K2 Kl

and

for all J, j = l, 2,..., v. Furthermore, in a similar way, there exists a BB design
N with / kinds of block sizes, if and only if

= constant ,

for all i = l, 2,..., v, and

+ - + - + - = constant
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for all /, j (ίV/) = l, 2,..., v. These necessary and sufficient conditions are useful
when we want to construct BB designs by trial and error.

15. Construction of PBB designs

Similarly to Section 14, we can consider the construction of PBB designs.

THEOREM 15.1. // there are I PBB design Nt with the same association
scheme for / = !, 2,..., /, then juxtaposition of its designs

is a PBB design with the same association scheme as Nt.
Proof is given by (12.5) and the fact that the C-matrix of N is equal to the sum

of C-matrices of Ni9 / = !, 2,..., /. Simple examples are given when Nt (i =
1, 2,..., /) are PBIB designs, based on the same association scheme, with a common
treatment number and different block sizes. Furthermore, in this case cyclic
solutions of PBB designs N are obtainable through more than one initial block
(i.e., difference set). For example, juxtaposition [Nj : N?] of a PBIB design Nl9

with parameters v, b, r, /e, λ t and υ^2k, generated by some initial blocks and
its complement N?, since an association scheme of the complementary PBIB
design is the same as that of the original PBIB design.

Note that symmetrical unequal-block arrangements with two unequal block
sizes, introduced by Kishen [32] and their constructions and analysis have been
thoroughly investigated by Raghavarao [44], are essentially included in the type
of Theorem 15.1. Further, note [44] that no symmetrical unequal block arrange-
ment with two unequal block sizes is balanced.

COROLLARY 15.2. // there exists an association scheme of m associate
classes with association matrices A0, Aί9 ..., Am, then

\_AC- AJ ]

is a PBB design with the same association scheme.

Proof is included in that of Corollary 14.6.

REMARK. Considering a mixed type of a linear combination and juxtaposi-
tion of association matrices, Kageyama [29] gave a remark on the construction
of PBIB designs under some restrictions. The approach used in them may lead
to some PBB designs under conditions, but they are omitted here.

COROLLARY 15.3. // there exists a PBB design N based on an association
scheme of m associate classes, then
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[JV:/J and [^:£βxl]

are PBB designs based on the same association scheme.
For, since the C-matrix of Evx ί is

from Theorem 15.1 we have the required result.
Note that if N is a disconnected PBB design, then from Corollary 15.3 we

can have a connected PBB design [ΛΓ: £ϋX J and hence we may treat disconnected
PBB designs.

COROLLARY 15.4. When N and N{ are PBB designs with the same associa-
tion scheme in N = [Nί: ΛΓ2], N2 is a PBB design with the same association
scheme provided N2 is connected.

When there are two PBB designs JV; with Dr(o=diag{r(

1

ί), r(

2

i},..., r^} and

/>k<o=diag{M0, &2°,..., k$} for i = l, 2, the C-matrix of N=Nί®N2 is as
follows :

C = A.U) ® Dr,2)-(Ni ® 7

(15.1) = Z> r ( i )® C2 + Ci ®Z> r (2)-C 1 ® C2,

where Q are C-matrices of 'Ni9 i = l, 2. Then we have

THEOREM 15.5. // there are equίreplicate PBB designs Nt (i = l,2) with
parameters v(ί\ b(i\ r(ί\ k(^ (j = l,2,..., fe(/)) having association schemes of s
and t associate classes, respectively, then

N = Ni ® N2 (or N2 ® NJ

is an equireplicate PBB design with at most st + s + t associate classes.

PROOF. Denote the association matrices and the corresponding mutually
orthogonal idempotents of association schemes of s and t associate classes, re-

spectively, by B0, B19...,BS;B*0, B\,...9B*S and A0, Al9...9 AMo, ̂ ϊ,-, ̂ ?-
Since we can now write C-matrices of Nt (i = l, 2) as
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from (15.1) the C-matrix of N is

..- +p(

t

2)A*)

= '(1) ΣPS2)(*8 ® A])+r™ i>(i°

+ Σ Σ(/' ( 1 )pS2 )+' (2)pί1)-pί ιy

Furthermore, it is easily shown that the association matrices of design N are given
by B&Aj for ΐ=0, 1,..., s;./=0, 1,..., t and that

W1®^.1)(^2®^2)=j5f1®^1, i f iΊ = / 2 and 7! = y2,

= O ϋ ( i ) l ; ( 2 ) χ ι ; ( i ) l 7 ( 2 ) , otherwise.

Therefore, definition (12.5) implies the result. The case of N2®Nί is also shown
similarly.

COROLLARY 15.6. // there exists an equireplicate PBB design N based on
an association scheme with m associate classes ofv treatments, then for a positive
integer /^l ,

is an equireplicate PBB design with at most m2 + 2m associate classes.
Pairwise balanced designs introduced by Bose and Shrikhande may lead to

PBB designs. For example, if there exists a PBIB design N with parameters
v = mn, b, r, k, A 1 =0 and λ2 = l, based on an N2 type association scheme of
v = mn treatments, then, by adding m new sets corresponding to the groups of the
association scheme, we obtain a pairwise balanced design of index unity provided

, i.e.,

which is a special case of Theorem 15.1 and hence this design is a PBB design.
It is useful to note that the complement of a PBB design is generally not a

PBB design, though an association scheme remains invariant by the complement.
However, the complement of a PBB design may become a PBB design. For ex-
ample, the PBB design of Example 17.1 which will be given in Section 17 has this
property.
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Some examples of a PBB design are seen in [18; 19; 20]. In particular, Ishii
[18] has given a numerical example with an analysis of a PBB design based on a
rectangular lattice type association scheme with association matrices A09 Aί9 A2,
A3 and A4. That is the case in which s =4 in Section 10, and hence υ = 12, whose
incidence matrix is given by

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0

1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0

1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1

1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1

1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 2 4 4 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2

3

3

4

3

4

3

3

4

3

4

3

3

40

where

A\ =-

As other simple examples we present
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EXAMPLE 15.1. A PBB design based on an N3 type association scheme of

ϋ=s1s2s3 treatments defined in Section 7.

=--G0, A\ =

2 == AQ ~τ~ -"-I 2 '
S2S3 S2S3 S2S3

ASA\ =

Consider a design whose incidence matrix N is given by

Λr=[/ β l ®£ I 2 . 3 xι:^xi].

Then

C=2/ y-7V rdiagl— ̂ -,...,6 1 ^2^3'S2S3 S2S3 V

^

s^ times

= Λ,_.1±1\ J i + l
\ v / v a.)--2 v

Thus, the design TV is an equireplicate PBB design with unequal block sizes.

EXAMPLE 15.2. A PBB design based on an F3 type association scheme of

v = viv2v3 treatments provided υί =2, defined in Section 9.

^000 = *V9 ^001 = *VίV2 ® (Gv3~Iv3) »

^010 = IV1 ® (GV2-IV2) ® IV3 ,

= (G0l-I0ί) ®IV2V3,

=(^1-/yι)®/ t,2®(^3-/ t,3),

= (G^-/^) ® (GV2-IV2) ®IV3 ,
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-4m = (G0ί-I01) ® (G02-I02) ® (GV3-IV3)

-4δθO = ~~Gv 9

-4δθl =

-4<)10 = — {(^2 ""0(^000 + ̂ 001 +^100+^10l) — ̂ 010 —

1 10

{(^1

"-^1 10 ~~^1 1 1 J 5

o 10

-4ΪH = - - { ( u i

- (ϋ! - 1)O3 -

Consider a design whose incidence matrix N is given by

ϋ x times v2v3 times
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1

599

(^ooi ~^~A001 010
JL_

2 AIOQ .

From (12.7) we have

which leads to υ^ =2. In this case

Thus, the design N is an equireplicate PBB design with unequal block sizes provid-

ed Ό! =2.

EXAMPLE 15.3. A PBB design with parameters v = 5, b=6, r = 3, /c7 =2 or 5

based on the cyclic type association scheme with two associate classes of five
treatments, whose incidence matrix is given by

1

2

3

4

5

kj

1 2

1 1

1 0

1 1

1 0

1 0

5 2

3

0

1

0

1

0

2

4

0

0

1

0

1

2

5

1

0

0

1

0

2

6

0

1

0

0

1

2

r,

3

3

3

3

3

15

For this cyclic type association we have, for example,

ί 0 1 0 0 1

1 0 1 0 0

0 1 0 1 0 f ^ =

0 0 1 0 1

1 0 0 1 0

AQ = —^— \AQ -T AI -Γ A2) ,

O 0 1 1 01

0 0 0 1 1

1 0 0 0 1

1 1 0 0 0

0 1 1 0 0
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Then

Examples of PBB designs based on association schemes of the other types

are easily given by Corollary 15.3 provided there are PBIB designs based on the

association schemes of the other types. Furthermore, since we may consider a
BB design as a PBB design with one associate class, if there exists a BB design

with v treatments, then the BB design may be considered as a trivial example of a

PBB design based on a certain association scheme of v treatments.
Finally, we will review the construction of a PBB design from a structural

point of view. As indicated in Sections 1 and 12, a PBB design with m associate

classes, whose association matrices are AQ9 Aί9...9Am9 is given by an incidence
matrix JV = ||nί7 || such that

C = di

(15.2) «o + flι^ι + ' +flm^m =0,

«o =(Σ n-fy/v, and
i=l

Qi ^ 0, i = l, 2,..., m.

As an element-wise representation, we have that

(15.3) «ϋ_ + _«ϊ2_ + ... + _«ί»_ =
*1 K2 Kb

for all / = !, 2,..., v9 and

_L _L
l h

for all p9 q (p^q) — l, 2,..., υ9 provided the pth and ^fth treatments are ith as-
sociates. Conditions (15.3) and (15.4) with (15.2) are very useful when we want

to construct PBB designs by trial and error.

16. //-resolvability of BB designs and PBB designs

It may be known that the resolvable solutions of a BIB design or a PBIB
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design are useful to the analysis of incomplete block designs and to constructions
of other combinatorial arrangements. In a similar sense, it is conceivable that if
the concept similar to the resolvability of a BIB design introduced by Bose [5]
is defined in an incomplete block design with unequal block sizes, then such a
resolvable solution generating the block design may be useful. In this section we
shall consider the only combinatorial aspects of incomplete block designs with the
concept of resolvability.

DEFINITION: A block design is called (μ^μ2,..., ^-resolvable if the blocks
can be separated into t (^2) sets of mt (^ 1) blocks such that the set consisting of
m t blocks contains every treatment exactly μf times (i = 1, 2,..., t).

For a (μl9μ2,..., μf)-resolvable block design, we necessarily have

b =

r =

hm,,

and hence the block design is equireplicate. When μl =μ2 = =μ, (=μ, say),
it is called μ-resolvable for μ^l and hence r=μt which is a necessary condition

for the existence of a μ-resolvable incomplete block design. In this case, if the
block design has equal block sizes, then it corresponds to the definition of μ-
resolvability of a BIB design introduced by Shrikhande and Raghavarao [51].
A 1-resolvable block design may be simply called resolvable.

First, we will treat the resolvability of a BB design. Some examples are given
as follows.

EXAMPLE 16.1. A 3-resolvable BB design with parameters u = 5, ί? = 15,
r=9, kj=29 3 or 4, μ = 3 and m 1 =m 2 =m 3 =5, whose incidence matrix is given

by

1

2

3

4

5

*/

1

0

1

1

1

1

4

2 3

0 1

1 1

1 1

1 0

1 0

4 3

4

1

0

0

1

0

2

5 6 7

1

0

0

0

1

1 1

0 0

1 1

1 1

1 1

2 4 4

8 9

0 1

1 1

0 1

1 0

0 0

2 3

10 11 12

0

1

0

0

1

1 1

1 1

0 0

1 1

1 1

2 4 4

13 14

1 0

1 0

1 1

0 1

0 0

3 2

15

0

0

1

0

1

2

rι

9

9

9

9

9

45
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EXAMPLE 16.2 (cf. [20]). A (4,2,2)-resolvable BB design with parameters
v=6, fe = 18, r = 8, kj=2 or 4, μι=4, μ2=μ3=2 and W 1 =m 2 =w 3 =6, whose
incidence matrix is given by

1

2

3

4

5

6

*J

1 2

0 0

1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1

0 0

4 4

3 4

1 1

0 0

1 1

1 1

0 0

1 1

4 4

5 6 7 8

1 1

1 1

0 0

0 0

1 1

1 1

1 1

1 0

0 1

0 0

0 0

0 0

4 4 2 2

9 10

0 0

1 0

1 0

0 1

0 1

0 0

2 2

11 12 13 14

0 0

0 0

0 0

1 0

0 1

1 1

1 1

0 0

0 0

1 0

0 1

0 0

2 2 2 2

15

0

1

0

1

0

0

2

16 17

0 0

1 0

0 1

0 0

0 1

1 0

2 2

18

0

0

1

0

0

1

2

Ί

8

8

8

8

8

8

48

= 6(/6--LG6).

Combining the 2nd and 3rd sets leads to a 4-resolvable BB design with m x =6
and m2 = 12.

Concerning the construction of these block designs, we have

THEOREM 16.1. When there are two resolvable BIB designs Nt (i = l,2)
with a common treatment number and different block sizes, the matrix

is a resolvable BB design.

THEOREM 16.2. When there exists a resolvable BIB design N, the matrices

[N:/J and [N: £yxί] for 1^1

are resolvable BB designs.
Note that a slight modification of these Theorems leads to μ-resolvable BB

designs for μ^l, and that even if BIB designs in Theorems 16.1 and 16.2 are
replaced by BB designs, the two Theorems remain valid. Since there are practi-
cally μ-resolvable solutions of many BIB designs (cf. [24; 26; 51]), we can obtain
many μ-resolvable BB designs for μ^l. Furthermore, Theorem 14.1 leads to
(μv , μ2, . . . , μ^-resolvable BB designs.

Next, we will treat the resolvability of PBB designs. Some examples are given
as follows.

EXAMPLE 16.3. A PBB design in Example 15.1 is a resolvable design with
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parameters v = sίs2s3, b=sl + \, r=2, kj=s2s3 ors^Sa, μ = l, mί =s1 and m2 = l.

EXAMPLE 16.4. A PBB design in Example 15.2 is a resolvable design with
parameters v=2v2v3, b=v2v3 + 29 r=2, kj=v2v3 or 2, μ = l , m 1 = 2 and m2 =

V2V3.

Further examples will be seen in the subsequent sections. Corresponding to
Theorems 16.1, 16.2 and the remarks pointed out there, methods of constructing

(μi, μ2> j μf)-resolvable PBB designs are given after a slight modification of
Theorems 16.1 and 16.2 by referring to Section 15.

It should be noted that as mentioned in Section 15, if there exists a resolvable
PBIB design with parameters v = mn, b, r, /c, λ1 =0 and A2 = l, based on an N2

type association scheme, then, by adding m new sets corresponding to the groups
of the association scheme, we can get a resolvable PBB design provided kΦn.
This idea may be useful to constructions of these μ-resolvable PBB designs.

17. Reductions for the number of associate classes for PBB designs

Discussions concerning the reductions of the number of associate classes for
a PBIB design based on a certain association scheme have appeared in Parts I
and II. In this section, we shall deal with the reductions of the number of as-
sociate classes for a PBB design based on an association scheme.

In a PBB design N with m associate classes, where

C = Dr-

if some pf's coincide, then C may be written as, for example,

(Π.l) C

In this case, the PBB design may be considered as mί associate classes for a posi-
tive integer ml such that l^m^m. However, (17.1) does not express completely
a criterion to determine which associate classes should be combined. An answer
about those criteria will be given.

As already shown in Section 12, when there exists a PBB design N with m
associate classes with association matrices A09 Aί9...9Am9 we can write the C-
matrix of N as

C= Dr-NDllNr

(17.2)

(17.3)
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where a0 = (£ Γ| —6)/t;, fl/^O (i = l,2,..., m) and flo + α^H hαmnm=0. In
i=l

this case, for the reductions of associate classes we have

CRITERION: Combine first those associate classes such that the correspond-
ing coefficients a-v in (17.3) have the same value. The subsequent procedures are
all the same as those for a PBIB design with m associate classes. Thus, these
at and coincidence numbers λt of a PBIB design play the almost same role for
reductions. Finally, combine the mutually orthogonal idempotents A\ suitably.

REMARK, (i) When the a^s are all distinct, even if an association scheme
itself is reducible, the PBB design based on the association scheme is not
reducible, (ii) In (17.2), the suffices j of pj in the equality relations among
coefficients ρj may mean the numbers j of combining which mutually orthogonal
idempotents A] corresponding to combinations of associate classes. However,
the suffices in equality relations among coefficients PJ in (17.2) do not always
coincide with those of at in (17.3).

Some examples explain this criterion for reductions.

EXAMPLE 17.1 (cf. [19]). Consider a resolvable PBB design with parameters
v = 6, b = 5, r =2, kj —2 or 3, based on the F2 type association scheme of v =2 x 3
treatments, whose incidence matrix is given by

1

2

3

4

5

6

kj

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

3

2

0

0

0

1

1

1

3

3

1

0

0

1

0

0

2

4

0

1

0

0

1

0

2

5

0

0

1

0

0

1

2

rt

2

2

2

2

2

2

12

A00 = 76, Aol = (G3-/3), Alo = (G2-72)

— (2AQQ — AQI -\-2AiQ-Ai
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— 1 ( A _ι_ A —A —A \z 'v^oo i ^01 ^10 Λ ι ι / 9

Then

io

Since α t = — -τ έΛ2 = --y-, this design is not reducible, though p1=p2 = l.

EXAMPLE 17.2. Consider a resolvable PBB design with parameters ι?=6,
£>==3, r=2, fej =3 or 6, based on the F2 type association scheme of v=2x3
treatments, whose incidence matrix is given by

1

2

3

4

5

6

kj

1 2 3

1 0 1

1 0 1

1 0 1

0 1 1

0 1 1

0 1 1

3 3 6

>*;

2

2

2

2

2

2

12

Then

(17.4) C =

Since a2 =a3 = — -̂ -, by combining 2nd and 3rd associate classes, the PBB design

based on the F2 type association scheme is reducible to a PBB design based on an
N2 type association scheme by referring to Section 9. Furthermore, p1=p3=2
implies a combination Alί+A\ί of mutually orthogonal idempotents. That is,
for an N2 type association scheme of v=2 x 3 treatments with association matri-

ces B09 Bί and B29
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B0=I6, B! =/2®(G3-/3),

B2=(G2-I2)®G3,

Then letting B0 =A00, ^i =^oι an<i ^2 =^ιo+^ιi) we nave

-DO = -^oo> -^i = -^ιo> -^2 = -^0

In this case (17.4) becomes

C = B\+2B\

which imply that the original PBB design is reducible to a PBB design based on
an A/2 type association scheme.

REMARK. For a resolvable PBB design based on the F2 type association
scheme of υ =2 x 3 treatments whose incidence matrix is given by

1

2

3

4

5

6

*J

I

1

0

0

1

0

0

2

2

0

1

0

0

1

0

2

3

0

0

1

0

0

1

2

4

1

1

1

1

1

1

6

>•»

2

2

2

2

2

2

12

since it follows that aί=

similar to Example 17.2.

\ ~~~ —~z— A. (\ ι ~~ -

= —-£- and p2=P3=2, we can make an argument

EXAMPLE 17.3. Similarly to Example 15.1, consider a PBB design based on
the N3 type association scheme of v=s1s2s3 treatments whose incidence matrix
is given by
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Then

C = A\+2A\+2A\

Let Si =M! and s2s3 =w2. From α x = α2 = — ($1 + l)/ι> and an argument in Section
7, by combining 1st and 2nd associate classes the PBB design based on the N3

type association scheme is reducible to a PBB design based on an N2 type associa-
tion scheme of V=s1s2s3=u1u2 treatments with association matrices B0, B^ and
B2. Furthermore, P2=p3=2 implies a combination ^J + AJ of mutually
orthogonal idempotents. That is, the correspondence is as follows :

B0 = A0, Bl=IUl®(GU2-IU2)=A1+A29 B2=A3,

-±-GH = A\ and

EXAMPLE 17.4. Similarly to Example 15.2, consider a PBB design based on
the jp3 type association scheme of t;=2t;2^3 treatments whose incidence matrix
is given by

[72 ® EV2V3Xl: E2X1 ®IV203].

Then

= (-^- — —— -— ) AQQQ———— (A00ί + AQ l Q + AQ l ± ) — —^~ A

\ ^ V2V3 ' V2V3 *•

γ 00 .

Let u=v2v3. From an argument in Section 6 and aί=a2=a3 = — l/v2v39 a5 =
α6=α7=0, by combining 1st, 2nd and 3rd associate classes, and combining 5th,
6th and 7th associate classes, the PBB design based on the F3 type association
scheme is reducible to a PBB design based on an F2 type association scheme of
v =2u treatments. Furthermore, pt =p2 =p3 = 1 and p5 =p6 =pΊ =2 imply com-

binations ^001+^010 + ̂ 011 and A\ 01 +^ϊιo +^ίιι of mutually orthogonal
idempotents.

Finally, note that from sub-Section 10.3 and a PBB design based on the rec-
tangular lattice type association scheme of 4 x 3 treatments given in Section 15,
we can make an argument similar to the above Examples.
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18. Inequalities for incomplete block designs

Since a BB design with the equal block size is a BIB design (Theorem 13.1),

we shall deal with a BB design with unequal block sizes in this section. An in-
equality, b^.v, obtained for a BIB design by Fisher [15] holds for an equireplicate

BB design with unequal block sizes. This result was first presented by Atiqullah

[3] and a simple proof was given by Raghavarao [43]. Bhaskararao [4] proved
that the equality sign in b ̂  v holds when and only when the design is a symmetri-

cal BIB design. Raghavarao (cf. [43 45]) also showed that for a μ-resolvable

equireplicate BB design an inequality b *tυ + t—l holds, which is also given for a
μ-resolvable BIB design by Kageyama [26]. The last inequality above is an
important necessary condition for the existence of a μ-resolvable BB design.

If the restriction of an equi-replication in a BB design is violated, then these

arguments are not valid as will now be shown by the following examples of un-
equal-replicate BB designs.

EXAMPLE 18.1. A BB design with parameters ι> = 5, b=6, Γ; = 3 or 4, fc/=2
or 4 given in Example 14.2. In this design, v = 5<b=6.

EXAMPLE 18.2. A BB design with parameters t; = 3, b=3, rf = l or 2, &,- = !
or 3, whose incidence matrix is given by

1

2

3

kj

I 2 3

I 0 0

1 1 0

1 0 1

3 1 1

n
1

2

2

5

v = = = C = 73— -

EXAMPLE 18.3. A BB design with parameters v=4,
or 4, whose incidence matrix is given by

= 3, r~l or 2, fc/ =

1

2

3

4

*J

1 2 3

1 0 0

1 0 0

1 1 0

1 0 1

4 1 1

?i

1

1

2

2

6

v = 4> b = 3.
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On the other hand, for a PBB design the inequality b^υ does not necessarily

hold as will be seen from the following examples.

EXAMPLE 18.4. A resolvable equireplicate PBB design with parameters v = 6,
b =5, r =2, kj =2 or 3 given in Example 17.1 does not satisfy the inequality b^v.

EXAMPLE 18.5. An unequal-replicate PBB design with parameters ι; = 6,

b = 5, rt =2 or 3, kj = 1, 3 or 6, based on the N2 type association scheme of v =2x3
treatments, whose incidence matrix is given by

1

2

3

4

5

6

kj

I

I

I

I

0

0

0

3

2

0

0

0

1

1

1

3

3

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

4

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

5 .

1

1

1

1

1

1

6

rι

3

3

2

2

2

2

14

C = B\+2B*2,

where B\ (i = l,2) are mutually orthogonal idempotents described in Example

17.2 for an N2 type association scheme.

EXAMPLE 18.6. A resolvable PBB design with parameters v=6, ί?=6, r = 3,
/C;=2, 3 or 6 constructed from Corollary 14.2 and Example 18.4, whose incidence

matrix is given by

1

2

3

4

5

6

kj

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

6

2

1

1

1

0

0

0

3

3

0

0

0

1

1

1

3

4

1

0

0

1

0

0

2

5

0

1

0

0

1

0

2

6

0

0

1

0

0

1

2

rι

3

3

3

3

3

3

18

v = 6 = b = 6 .
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Since an unequal-replicate PBB design with unequal block sizes satisfying
b>v can be easily constructed, it is omitted here. Note that for a symmetrical
unequal-block arrangement of two block sizes, which is a special case of PBB
designs as mentioned in Section 15, the inequality b>v holds (cf. [44]).

In a μ-resolvable equireplicate BB design, when μ = l we can easily get ex-
amples of resolvable equireplicate BB designs satisfying b ̂  υ + r — 1 from Theorems
16.1 and 16.2. In particular, as a resolvable equireplicate BB design satisfying
fe=ϋH-r—1, we have, for example, the designs constructed by adding a block
consisting of all elements unity to the blocks of an affine resolvable BIB design
(cf. [5; 26]). When μ^2, the inequality fo^t + f — 1 holds and we can construct
μ-resolvable BB designs satisfying b>v + t— 1 from remarks in Section 16. We
can also construct μ-resolvable BB designs (μ^2) satisfying b=υ+t, but we have
failed to construct a μ-resolvable BB design with unequal block sizes satisfying
b = v -f t — 1 for a positive integer μ ̂  2.

Kageyama [22; 27] has shown that for a resolvable BIB design with parame-
ters v = mk, b, r, k and λ, if b>v + r— 1, then b^2v + r — 2. For almost all the
resolvable equireplicate BB designs which can be constructed by the methods de-
scribed in Part III, if b>v + r— 1, then b^2v + r — 2 holds. We ,however, cannot
improve the inequality b^.v + r— 1. In fact, there exists the following resolvable
equireplicate BB design with unequal block sizes:

1

2

3

4

kj

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1

1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0

1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0

0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0

3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1

r t

4

4

4

4

16

v = 4, 6 = 8,

mi = m2 = w

= 4, kj = 1 or 3,

= m4 = 2.

c~i-(,4~J-β4)

As a bound of replication numbers, rh in an unequal-replicate BB design and
PBB design with unequal block sizes, we can obtain in both designs

(18.1)

and

;

(18.2)
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for all ι = l, 2,..., υ, where /cmax = max k{ and (nfl,..., n ί6)isthe ith row of an incid-
l^ i^b

ence matrix N = \\ ntj\\ of order v x b of a design.

Examples 18.2 and 18.3 attain the equality sign in (18.1). Though the right-

hand side of (18.2) depends on the suffix i, i = l, 2,..., v, that of (18.1) does not.

In this point, the bound (18.1) is more suitable than (18.2). The bound (18.2),

however, may be useful to construct a design by trial and error.

REMARK. In a PBB design, (15.2) and (15.3) together imply (18.1) and

(18.2). In a BB design, (12.3) and (14.9) together imply (18.1) and (18.2).

Finally, in particular, we shall consider inequalities to hold for the equi-

replicate PBB design based on an N2 type association scheme of v = mn treatments.

As shown in Section 7, v( = mn) treatments are divided into m groups of n elements

each, such that any two treatments in the same group are 1st associates and two

treatments in different groups are 2nd associates. Then it is known (cf. [40])

that

«! = n — 1, n2 = n(m— 1),

(18.3) A\ =--{(m

= m(n-

^02 = «2 = Λ(Ή-I), z 1 2 = - Λ , z 2 2 = 0 .

Let N be the equireplicate PBB design with parameters v, b, r, kj (j = l,

2, . . . , ft) based on an N2 type association scheme of υ = mn treatments. Then from

(12.5), (12.6) and (18.3) we can write the C-matrix of N as

C = rIυ-NDllN'

(18.4) =PιA\+p2A\

(18.5) ={(Όr-b)lΌ}Ao+alAl+a2A2,
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where D^1 =diag{^l1, k2

l

9...9 k^} and α£^0 (i = l, 2). From (18.3) and (18.4)
we obtain

(18.6)

Then its determinant is

(18.7) \ND^N'\ = r(r-pί)
m-ί(

Now for ZΓ/f = diag{&7!, k22,...9 k^}, since

(18.8) ND-^N' = (ND

which is a positive semi-definite matrix, we have

(18.9) r-p^O, ί = l, 2.

From (18.6), if r — p^ =0 and r — p2 =0 hold simultaneously, then the PBB design
is reducible to a complete block design (i.e., N=EvXb) and vice versa. We shall
therefore confine ourselves to the case in which r — p^ =0 and r — p2 =0 do not hold
simultaneously. In this case, since we have from (18.8)

(18.10) rank NDl l N' = rank ND~^ = rank N ̂  b ,

we obtain from (18.3), (18.6), (18.7) and (18.9) the following

THEOREM 18.1. For an equireplίcate PBB design with parameters v, 6, r,
kj O' = l,2,..., b) based on the N2 type association scheme of v = mn treatments
having (18.3) and (18.4), it holds that

( i ) if r — px >0 and r — P2=0> then fe^m;

(ii) ϊ/r — p1=0 and r — p2>Q, then b^.v — m + 1;

(iii) i f r — pί>Qand r — p2>0,

If the design N is μ-resolvable, that is, the blocks can be separated into t
sets of mt blocks such that the set consisting of m{ blocks contains every treatment
exactly μ times (ί = l, 2,..., t)9 then

rankJVDj^ΛΓ = rankJVD^i = rankJV ^ b-t+1 ,

since in N the sum of the columns corresponding to each set must give a column
consisting of μ's. Thus not more than b — ί-j-1 column vectors are independent,
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Hence we have

COROLLARY 18.2. For a μ-resolvable equireplicate PBB design (μ^ 1) with
parametersv, b, r=μt, kj (7 = 1,2,..., b) basedon the N2 type association scheme

ofυ = mn treatments having (18.3) and (18.4), it holds that

(i) ifr-pί>Q and r-p2=Q, then fr^

(ii) ifr — p1 =0 and r — p2>09 then b^v —

(iii) ifr-pί>0 and r-p2>Q, then b^v + t-l.

REMARK. From Section 12, (18.3), (18.4) and (18.5) we have

r = blυ — aι(n — \)

r-p2 =

which lead to

Pi = —a2v and Pι~p2 = n(a^ — a2).

Conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) in Corollary 18.2, respectively, may correspond to
those of Singular, Semi-regular and Regular group divisible 2-associate PBIB
designs (cf. [10; 45]).

Furthermore, the above argument can be easily applied to an equireplicate
PBB design N with parameters v, b, r, kj (7' = 1,2,..., V) based on an association
scheme of m associate classes. By definition, we can write the C-matrix of N as

(18.11) C = rIυ-

which leads to

(18.12)

Then its determinant is

where α—tr^f, ΐ = l, 2,..., m. Therefore from (18.10) we have

THEOREM 18.3. For an equireplicate PBB design with parameters v, b, r,

kj 0' = 15 2,..., b) based on an association scheme of m associate classes having
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(18.11), the following inequality holds:

where α f =tryl* and the summation extends over all the integers i satisfying r —
pί==0, i = l, 2,..., m. Furthermore, for a μ-resolvable equireplίcate PBB design
it holds that

REMARK, (i) From (18.11), if r — ̂ =0, i = l, 2,..., m, hold simultaneously,
then the PBB design is reducible to a complete block design (i.e., N=EvXb) and
vice versa, (ii) If r^ρt for all ι = l, 2,..., m, then b^v holds, (iii) The first
inequality in Theorem 18.3 may correspond to an inequality for a PBIB design
obtained by Yamamoto and Fujii [59].

Moreover, from (18.8) and (18.12) we have

THEOREM 18.4. For an equireplίcate PBB design with parameters v, b, r,
kj (7=1,2,..., b) based on an association scheme of m associate classes having
(18.11) in which v>b, it holds that

so that r is equal to one of the p^s. Furthermore, when v = b, it is necessary that

is a perfect square.

Concerning the above arguments, as a bound on the latent roots of the C-
matrix for a PBB design, we have

THEOREM 18.5. For a PBB design N with parameters v, b, ri9 kj (i = l,
2,..., υ\ 7 = 1,2,..., b) based on an association scheme of m associate classes,
where

C =D-

the following inequality holds:

Q<Pι ^ min r / 5 / = 1, 2,..., m .

PROOF. It is known (cf. [19]) that the C-matrix of the incomplete block
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design is positive semi-definite. Hence we obtain p^O for /=0, 1,..., w. From
the definition of a PBB design ρ0=Q and p/>0 for / = !, 2,..., ra. On the other
hand, since C is a positive semi-definite matrix and D~l = diag{A ~[1, r^1,..., r"1}
is a positive definite matrix, we have from Corollary 2.2.1 in Anderson and Gupta

[2]

m n ,
l^ i^f

7 = 0 , l , . . . , f ? - l ,

where cht(CD~l) for any /(0^/gι -l) are the latent roots of CD;"1, which imply

(max r^ch^CZ)"1) max
Pi < l^t^t;

mn r f

 = min

since it is known (cf. [60]) that O^c/i^CD"1)^ 1 for /=0, 1,..., v- 1. Hence we
obtain

Pi ^ min rf, / = 0, 1,..., m (^t -1).
1 £i£v

Thus, we have the required result.
Some Examples in this paper attain the upper bound on the latent roots pt

in Theorem 18.5. For an equireplicate PBB design with replication number r,
Theorem 18.5 leads to

(18.13) 0 < f t ^ r , / = l,2,...,m,

which can be also derived from (18.8) and (18.12).
Note that when an equireplicate PBB design is a PBIB design, (18.13) leads

to (1.9).
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